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Chapter 1
Introduction
Aerospace industries have been using more and more, modern fiber-reinforced
plastics in their primary structures because of their high strength-to-weight and stiffness-
to-weight ratios. Fiber-reinforced plastics offer improved fatigue resistance andcan also
be manufactured to the specific strength, stiffness, or thermal expansion characteristics for
a design application. Fiber-reinforced plastics also offer an edge over conventional
materials in fatigue failure, corrosion resistance, and a reduction in material waste.
However, their long term durability is questionable due to their time dependent behavior.
The polymeric matrix is the main source of this time-dependent behavior, although for
composites where organic fibers such as Graphite are used, the fiber is alsoa contributing
factor. A composite material may exhibit an appreciable amount ofcreep, depending on
the state of stress and temperature. Viscoelastic flow in the matrix and internal flaw
formation and growth are the main sources of this creep.
Commercial aircrafts have been using composites for secondary structural
applications like honeycomb floor panels and wall coverings. Boeing Commercial Aircraft
Company and NASA are trying to develop composites for long termpurposes which
include the Graphite / Bismaliemide composite system which is expected to be used in
commercial supersonic aircrafts, such as the High Speed Civil Transport (HSTC). The
main reasons for using the Gr / BMI composite system are its thermal stability, longterm
durability properties and good tensile fatigue resistance [7].2
In this research work a model was developed which was used to predict the long
term creep of composites based on short-term tests. The present work at Oregon State
University involves the study of the nonlinear behavior of 1M7/5260 Graphite-
Bismaliemide composite. The effects of chemical changes directlywere not considered,
because it was felt that they would be minimal as the specimens were stored under
controlled-humidity conditions and were subsequently tested under "dry" (50 % RH)
conditions.
The objective of this research work was to develop an accelerated-characterization
scheme to make long term predictions of the thermo-mechanical behavior of composites
under cyclic/constant mechanical and thermal loading. The fixtures were calibrated to
check the validity of measurements, reproducibility of results and check the stress
gradients in samples as well as the trough. The data obtained by experimentwere used to
find the various material parameters involved in the creep behavior andwere used in the
prediction model to predict the creep behavior of sample for long term.
Chapter 2 discusses the background of viscoelasticity theory. It explains thecreep
behavior of composite material used for High Speed Civil Transport project. It further
discusses the mechanical models used to explain the creep behavior in composites, which
includes discussions about Maxwell Element, Voight-Kelvin Element and Generalized
Voight-Kelvin model.
Chapter 3 discusses the theory of nonlinear viscoelasticity. It discusses the
Schapery's model [3] used for creep analysis. It gives details about finding the various
material parameters involved in performing the analysis ofcreep behavior. It also discusses
the study of creep with help of mathematical form in form of prony series.3
Chapter 4 discusses the experimental setup used to perform the experiments for
creep. It discusses the test method including the strength/stiffness characterization of
Gr/BMI system and static and cyclical compression testing for exposure effectsas well as
the fixture and fixture assembly and load application procedures. The chapter also gives
the details about the mechanical and electrical accessories used for the experiment. It
further discusses the Data Acquisition system used to measure the readings of strains of
sample at different time and temperature in the trough.
Chapter 5 discusses the calibration of the whole experimental setup. The chapter
discusses the calculation of coefficient of friction between the sample and fixture and gives
a sample calculation. The calibration is used to find stress gradients in a sample and also
over the whole trough. Modulus gradient over a period of time is also calculated.
Bending in the fixture is analyzed in this chapter.
Results and discussions are presented in Chapter 6. It discusses the short term
experiments and the sample calculation to find the material parameters of the sample
during creep as discussed in chapter 3.It also shows the variation of the material
parameters with respect to stress. It further discusses the long term creep and the creep
prediction model used to predict long term creep effects of a sample.
Finally the last chapter discusses the conclusions and recommendations for further
studies.4
Chapter 2
Background on Viscoelasticity
Classical elasticity, which deals with the response of perfectly elastic solids,
requires that stress be proportional to strain and independent of the strain rate. The
proportionality constant, the elastic modulus, is a characteristic material property. Metals
usually are assumed to follow this behavior at small strains. The theory of hydrodynamics
deals with the response of perfectly viscous fluids: stress is proportional to strain rate and
it is independent of strain. The proportionality constant characterizes the Newtonian
viscosity. Many liquids such as water are assumed to behave in thismanner.
Plastics obey neither the laws of classical elasticity nor the laws of hydrodynamics.
The stress depends on both strain and strain rate. This behavior combines the
characteristics of both solids and liquids, and therefore these materials are called
viscoelastic. Thus, a plastic material, despite its solid-like nature, does not maintain
constant deformation under the influence of a constant stress, but it continues to deform
with time (or it creeps). Conversely, when a polymer is held at constant deformation, the
stress required to hold it in that configuration diminishes with time (or it relaxes). When a
viscoelastic material is subjected to an oscillating strain, the stress is neither in phase with
strain (as it would be for a perfectly elastic solid) nor is it 90° out of phase with strain (as
for a Newtonian liquid); it is somewhere between these two responses.[2]
In this chapter the basics of viscoelastic theory are outlined starting with Maxwell
model and using simple mechanical models consisting of springs and dashpots. This
theory provides the fundamental knowledge required to understand viscoelasticity. The5
Maxwell and Voight-Kelvin models for viscoelasticity are discussed. Creep in composites
will be discussed on the basis of these models before studying mechanical models.
2.1 Creep
Creep is one of the major phenomena described by viscoelasticity theory. Creep is
generally defined as a time-dependent permanent strain at a constant level of applied
stress. Cases of variable applied stress might be included, such as creep during fatigue
conditions. Temporal stability may be regarded as a special case of creep, being definedas
permanent deformation over time with no applied stress (but with the expected influence
of residual stresses and gravity). Creepocity means the percentage increase in strain during
some time period. Creep is a special case of dimensional instability [10].
GENERAL CREEP BEHAVIOR
e
Primary Secondary Tertiar
Total strain
Creep rate
b c
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d
Figure 2.1 Response of strain of a material with time to a constant applied load
and stages of Creep[10]6
a) An elastic or fully recoverable deformation.: As shown in figure 1 part 'a' is the elastic
or fully recoverable deformation region. This is not a creep, but is usually unavoidable
and will contribute to the allowable strain in an engineering application.
b) A primary region of transient creep, or stage 1, where the creep rate continuously
decreases.
c) A secondary stage or steady state creep, where the creep rate is relatively constant.
d) A tertiary or stage III creep, where the creep rate increases rapidly and fracture or
stress rupture results.
Composite materials are heterogeneous but nonetheless consist of homogeneous, if
anisotropic, materials as constituents. The creep models developed for the constituentsare
a natural starting point in developing models for composite creep behavior. It is therefore
necessary to have a knowledge of the mechanical properties of the constituents and of
their creep behavior. These models are then scaled according to the geometrical
arrangements of the individual constituents within the composite. For example, an intuitive
conclusion frequently in practice is that continuous fiber reinforcements dominatecreep in
their direction, whereas matrix creep is important for composites with only discontinuous
fibers [2].
Removal of stress will result in recovery of most if not all of the elastic strain
change and usually some of the creep or permanent strain. Also, when creep occurs,
materials subject to a constant strain will exhibit stress relaxation.7
2.2 Review of Viscoelastic Models
The term Viscoelasticity is a combination of two terms, namely elasticity and
viscosity, and is concerned with materials which are intermediate between those ofan
elastic solid and a viscous liquid. This means the materials exhibit time-dependent strain
effects in response to an applied stress. Physically they can be represented by springs and
dashpots. In this chapter, basic concepts of viscoelasticityare explained using these
physical quantities.
The two extremes of viscoelasticity are a) Linear Elastic and b) Linear Viscous.
Maxwell Element using these basic extremes in series and Voight-Kelvin Element using
these basic extremes in parallel are also discussed in this chapter.
2.2.1 Linear Elastic
Figure 2.2 Linear Elastic
The simplest mechanical model which has some of the gross physical behavior
exhibited by bodies subject to uniaxial elongation is apure Hookean spring (Fig. 2.2 ).
This body is purely elastic and all inertial effects are neglected. When the material is
loaded, there is an immediate elastic strain response, and the strain then remainsconstant
as long as the stress is fixed and reduces to zero immediately upon removal of the load.If the Hookean spring is subjected to an instantaneous stress Go, it will respond
instantaneously with a strain co and they are related by the constitutive equation which is
written as
Go = E eo
8
(2.1)
where the proportionality constant, E is the Young's modulus. Theresponse of the spring
could be shown as in the diagram below: Here the instantaneousresponse of strain to
stress for unloading can also be observed.
a
e
2 Go /E
CY0/E
is
Figure 2.3 Response of Spring
Time
>
Time
>2.2.2 Linear Viscous
I I11
Figure 2.4 Linear Viscous
9
The dominant characteristic of fluids, on the other hand, is not their elasticity, but
rather their viscosity. Newton's law of viscosity defines viscosity1-1 by stating that stress a
is proportional to the velocity gradient in the liquid. Thesame analogy could be used for
linear viscous element, here the velocity gradient is replaced by the strain gradient and
could be represented as in equation 2.2
de
6 =-* T
dt
(2.2)
The response of the dashpot can be represented as shown in figure 2.5. Here it is
observed that application of stress Go increases the strain witha slope of ckyri. Removal
of stress also leaves behind a permanent strain of magnitude (aopi)ts.
at,
Go
Time
0
Figure 2.5 Response of dashpot2.2.3 Maxwell Element
a
Figure 2.6 Maxwell Element
10
The mechanical response of viscoelastic bodies such as polymers is poorly
represented by either the spring or the dashpot. J.C.Maxwell suggested thata better
approximation would result from a series combination of the spring and dashpot elements.
Such a model is called the Maxwell element and is shown in Figure 2.6. The relationship
between E, the modulus and 11, the coefficient of viscosity can be writtenas 11 = t E.
I, the proportionality constant between E and ri is known as the relaxation time of the
element. The constraint on the model is that the stress is same in both elements. The
strain is sum of the strains in the two individual elements. The equation of motion of the
Maxwell model is
de 1daa
dtE dt 11
Equation 2.3 could be simplified and written as
I
6 = 11 E
-E-t
1e11
(2.3)
(2.4)11
The creep response of the Maxwell element could be represented as shown in the
figure 2.7: Here it is observed that application of stress Go producesan initial elastic strain
Go/ E. Then due to viscous effect, there is an increase in the strain with a slope of Gan.
On removal of the stress, first elastic response is obtained as obtained during loading and
the strain drops to a magnitude of Go/ E and also there is a permanent strain of
magnitude (aan)ts.
Slope 450/11
ts
Figure 2.7 Creep response of Maxwell Element
Time
Time12
2.2.4 Voight-Kelvin Element
E
4j-11
1
6
Figure 2.8 Voight-Kelvin Element
Another simple element frequently used in connection with viscoelastic behavior is
the Voight-Kelvin element. This model consists of thesame fundamental elements as the
Maxwell model, except here the spring and dashpot are in parallel instead of being in
series (Figure 2.8). The constraint on the model is that the strain issame in both elements.
The stress is sum of the stresses in the two individual elements. The fundamental equation
of motion for the Voight element is
u(t)= E(t) E + 11dc(t)
which could be easily solved and written as
a E =
E
i -Et
1e 11
dt
(2.5)
(2.6)13
The creep response of the Voight-Kelvin model could be representedas shown in
the figure 2.9: Here on application of stress 60, strain is obtained which follows thecurve
given by equation 2.6 above but finally there is a constant strain which is equal to E.E.
Upon removal of stress the strain for recovery can be given as
-E
6t
E recovery = eE
Slope dcto/11
Go/E-
ts
E an t
e
E
E =Y-[1 -e
Figure 2.9 Creep response of a Voight-Kelvin element
(2.7)14
2.3 Generalized Voight-Kelvin Model
N. N. N.
En
E
Figure 2.10 Generalized Voight-Kelvin Element
The generalized Voight-Kelvin model consists of a number of Voight-Kelvin
elements in series. Using equation 2.6 and adding all the individual strains of the elements
leads to
c(t)= aoJi(1e-t/13i)
i=1
where Ji = 1 / Ei and f3i =11i / Ei
For large n, the discrete summation may be approximated by
00
c(t)=SEW) (1 clf3
0
E([3) is the continuous distribution of retardation times.
(2.8)
(2.9)15
If this has to represent a viscoelastic material the modulus of one of the springs
must be zero (infinite compliance), leaving a simple dashpot in series to the other Voight-
Kelvin elements in the model.
a
E(t)=° t + (1e-t/Pi
T1 i=1
(2.10)
Use of Equation 2.10 for composites was suggested by Dr. Schapery {41 for linear
viscoelastic behavior and is discussed in section 3.2 of chapter 3.Chapter 3
Theory of Nonlinear Viscoelasticity and Analysis
This chapter deals with analysis of a specimen under a uniform, uniaxial time
varying stress and strain.Stress is the axial force divided by cross-sectional area in the
unstrained state and strain is the change in length divided by unstrained length. The
subscript c is used for creep and r for recovery in this chapter.
3.1 Creep Analysis
At high deformations, the modulus of a viscoelastic solid isno longer a function
solely of time but is also dependent on strain. Such behavior characterizes nonlinear
viscoelasticity. Schapery's theory [4] for uniaxial loading for nonlinear viscoelastic
equation combined with Zapas & Crissman function [11] to model viscoploastic strain
reduces to the following single-integral expression.
e(t)= goAoa + g1J AA
(v,)d(g2di + Z
dt
0
16
(3.1)
where c(t) represents the uniaxial kinematic strain at current timet, Ao the initial
elastic compliance and AA(v) the linear creep compliance, grandare called reduced
times which are implicit functions of stress and can be writtenas
and (3.2)17
In equation (3.1), g0, g1, g2 and aa are stress-dependent material properties.aa
is the horizontal shift factor which physically modifies viscosityas a function of
temperature and stress. acy, the horizontal shift factor is calculated from a log-log chart of
strain vs reduced time. Z is the Zapas & Crissman function to model viscoplastic strain
[11]. Basically this term means the permanent (plastic) strain or the viscoelasticrecovery
strain after unloading from a uniaxial creep stress. (ox (ksi)) for time t1 (min). Equation
3.3 shows the Zapas & Crissman function, here g3, C, N are stress-dependent material
parameters.
1t n
Z = E=fg 3 ( cr) dt= GN r
x
\0
(3.3)
When the applied stress is sufficiently small, go= g1 = aa = 1, the equation (3.1)
reduces to the modified superposition principle proposed by Leaderman [6]
d(g2a)
e(t)= Aoa + AAkt
0
Creep period Recovery period
tl
TIME, t
Figure 3.1 Step function of stress18
If the step-stress input,cr[H(t) H(t4 )], is applied as shown in Figure3.1to the
equation(3.1)equation3.4is obtained.
e(t) =g0A0cr+gig2A4t ja
as
and for the recovery strain
0 < t < ti (3.4)
er(t)= g2[AA(w) AA(W -VIA° t > t1 (3.5)
t where vi = 1 and xv = 1 + tt1
a a6a
Here E = ci = g0A0r3 +gig2AA(ivi)cs is the strain immediately before the load is
removed at Hand Er E- el = g2AA(iv1)a is the strain immediately after the load is
removed. Therefore the jump in strain at t = t1 is given as[3]
Set= el ei = g0ikoo+(g1 1)g2AA(vi)a (3.6)
The strain jump at t = 0,coE goAoc, is not necessarily equal to the jump oci at
t = t1. But looking at equation(3.6)it is observed that these two jumps are equal when
g1 = 1; a linear viscoelastic material will have the same jump in strain during both loading
and unloading if gi = 1.
The creep strain of many plastics and metals obeysa power law in time, and this is
also true for composites.19
The transient component of the linear viscoelastic creep compliance is
AA(w)= Cyr" (3.7)
where C and n are independent of stress level and time,
The nonlinear creep compliance is defined in the same wayas the linear
viscoelastic compliance; i.e., it is the ratio of strain-to-stress ina creep test:
A0 = CO
Now using equations(3.4)and power law equation(3.7)gives
= g0A060+gig2 Ca
°t
n
a n
Also substituting power law(3.7)into recovery equation(3.5)and after some
rearrangement, the following equation is obtained;
Er =Ha° pii-acykr
gi
t -tl
tl
gl g2 AEI=
a
ctin
an
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)20
3.1.1 Linear Analysis for C. n
Viscoelastic behavior is said to be linear when the ratio of stress to strain isa
function of time alone and not of stress magnitude. This is true in polymers for sufficiently
small stresses. We find two terms in this analysis. Linearity generally is foundto be
followed in the lower stress levels. Lower stress level means stresses below 30 % of the
Ultimate Strength. The creep strain of many plastics and metals obeysa power law in
time. Using the equation (3.7) and rearranging with acT= 1, the following equation is
derived
cc (t) = Ca tn (3.11)
where Ec is the strain at loading and t reflects time. Equation (3.11)can be written in the
form
p (x)S
P = Ca
S = n and x = time
(3.12)
The creep data at linear stress levels were curve fit to thecreep equation, equation
3.12 using GraphPad software [25] resulting in values for the Linear elastic compliance C
and the time exponent n.
Therefore C =
P
621
3.1.2 Analysis for go
The term go is defined as the ratio of the elastic compliance of the cycle under
calculation to the elastic compliance of the linear cycle (first cycle). Physically, g0 defines
stress and temperature effects on elastic compliance.
eoi
goi =
60i X AO
CO
AO =
the subscript i indicates the different loading 0,1,2.
For the first cycle, if the stress level is low, go could be considered to be 1.
3.1.3 Analysis for gl,g2
(3.13)
Two more terms are found in the analysis, namely gl,g2. Physically, gl,g2 define
stress and temperature effects on transient (or creep) compliance. Using Schapery's
equation (3.9) for creep the strain can be written in the simplified form as below,
where
ec = 131 +B2to
Bl= g0A060
(3.14)22
From values of g0, A0, and ao, obtained as discussed above, the value ofB I can
be obtained from the above equation.
Curvefitting the strain values for the respective time in the Schapery's equation
3.14 given above the values of B2 can be obtained. From the values of B2,g2, C, acy, n,
'Jo the value of g I can be calculated using the equation shown below.
B2 =g1g2 030
aan
For recovery the strain equation (3.10) given by Schapery could also besimplified
and be written as follows
Er =B3[(1a,x)n -(adonl (3.15)
Curve fitting the strain data obtained fora the recovery part of a cycle of loading
with time to equation 3.15 the parameter B3 could be obtained. B3, in equation3.15 is
B3 =g2C 6 t
aan
(3.16)
In equation 3.16 the only term unknown isg2 and therefore could be obtained.
Using the value of g2 in the equation 3.14 for B2 the value ofg1 could be obtained.23
3.2 Prony Series
The mathematical form of the linear creep compliance basedon Voight-Kelvin
model as suggested by Schapery[3]is given as
AA =yAr[ie-X,111 (3.17)
The terms Ar,X.Tand Df are all material constants.
If Equation(3.17)is substituted into equation(3.1)and solved the following
equations for creep and recovery are obtained [1].
Ec Ao +yAr[1e-XiTo+Z (3.18)
and for recovery
Er = GoEArre-Xr(t-ti)(1e-Xrt.)]+Z (3.19)
L r
By curve fitting to Equation(3.19)at linear stress levels, the strain and stress with
time, the material constants Ar and Xr can be obtained.24
Chapter 4
Experimental Setup
The experiments of creep were done on the same setup as discussed by Krishnanda
Shenoy in his thesis [8], where I modified the existing experimental setup and recording
methods. The recording methods are discussed in section 4.3.Improvements in
experimental setup will be discussed in the chapter of Calibrations (Chapter 5).
4.1 Test Method
A static test method was developed, with the basic design specifications being
provided by Boeing [7], to simulate the exposure effects through compression loading ofa
large number of test specimens. Compression test methods are used for generating
mechanical characterization data for advanced composites. Compression loading of
Gr/BMI coupons in terms of fixture development and assembly, test procedures and the
strength/stiffness characterization based on property determination is discussed in the
following sections.
4.1.1 Strength/Stiffness Characterization of Gr/BMI system
All relevant strength and mechanical properties for the graphite/bismaleimide
(IM7/5260-H) were experimentally determined. The evaluation material usedwas in four
laminate configurationsunidirectionals, 90's or transverse unidirectionals, quasi-
isotropics (A type) and [+/- 45] layupsto provide specific mechanical properties. The
Gr/BMI composite system has been under investigation at Oregon State Universityas part
of the High Speed Civil Transport Program funded by the Boeing Commercial Aircraft
Group. A test matrix was devised in conjunction with Boeing personnelto obtain the
required input parameters. The devised matrix produced data whichwere both25
statistically valid and needed to develop prediction models. Table 4.2 shows thetest
matrix, according to which tests were performed on each of the lay-ups and specimen
types required to obtain the necessary properties. The test matrix was devised in order to
subject a specimen of particular orientation to all relevant combinations of controlling
variables to not only give the necessary properties but make them statistically valid. For
example, referring to the Table 4.2 for the test L3 the variableswere a) time (3 months),
b) temperature (75° F), c) load (zero), and both the temperature/loadspectrum were
constant. Table 4.1 summarizes the tensile specimen configurations required for property
characterization. For example, the [018 and [90]16 layups are used to obtain unidirectional
strength and moduli. A quasi-isotropic laminate (V45/0/-45/90116)was chosen to test
predictions based on ply (0, 90 or +/-45) data [6]. Table 4.2 accordingly, shows the
matrix, test variables and specimen layups for different tests. These test specimens,
numbering 300, each of 8 or 16 plies were fabricated by the Boeing Aircraft Company
from the IM7/5260-H system and received at OSU in June of 1991. Theywere then
stored at ambient temperature and humidity (50% RH). Mechanical property evaluation
was based on the understanding of material behavior in a four hour compression loading at
variable temperature and stress levels followed, by one-hour relaxation atroom
temperature with zero stress level according to test matrix [7].
Table 4.1. Tensile specimen configurations and Test Methods
Property Lay-up Dimensions
(1 x w x t) inch
Test Method
Ex, X [O]g 10.0 x 0.5 x 0.046 ASTM D 3039
Ev, Y [90]6 10.0 x 1.0 x 0.093
Et, Xt [45/01-45/90]16
,, ,,Table 4.2 Test Matrix specifications [7]
Test TimeTemp.LoadedSpectrumLayups [0] [0] [90] [90] [±45] [Quasi A] [Quasi A]
Sample Type CompressiveTensileCompressiveTensileShearCompressiveTensile
Baseline 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Ll 0 75 no const/const 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
L2 0 75 yes const/const 2 2 2 2 2 2
L3 3 75 no const/const 2 2 2 2 2 2
L4 3 75 yes const/const 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
L5 3 75 yes cyclic/cyclic 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
L6 0 300 no const/const 2 2 2 2 2 2
L7 0 300 yes const/const 2 2 2 2 2 2
L8 3 300 no const/const 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
L9 3 300 no cyclic/cyclic 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
L10 3 300 yes const/const 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
L11 3 300 yes cyclic/cyclic 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Figure 4 IPhotograph of typical setup for constant compression loading.
Figure 4 2 Three dimensionally different fixtures as per specimen size-if(
Figure 4 3 Schematic of a typical fixture setup
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Figure 44 Chain of fixtures assembled in the wooden channel29
4.1.2 Static and Cyclical Compression Testing for Exposure Effects
With the aforementioned requirements for strength characterization,a test matrix
that uses two time periods (zero and three months),two temperatures (ambient and
300° F), two compressive stress levels (zero andas per table 4.2), with both static (S) and
cyclic (C 4h on, 1 h off) stresses/temperatures, with appropriate specimenlayups as per
Table 4.2 was used for the purpose. For compressive load applicationon several
specimens simultaneously, the test method chosen paid special attentionto stress
uniformity and specimen buckling. It also paid attentionto friction between all moving
surfaces and the amount of clamping necessary to hold the specimen. Themethod was
based on the compression between links of a chain loaded in tension.A photograph of a
typical setup for constant compressive loading along with associated instrumentation,
appears in Figure 4.1.
4.1.3 Description of fixtures and fixture assembly
In order to apply constant and cyclic compressive loadson the samples with either
constant or cyclic temperatures, a special fixture was developed. The test method
required the fixture to be of multispecimen test capability, in that ithad to be able to
compressively load several specimens simultaneously. This loading hadto be constant
over the length of the specimen ( no stress gradients) as well as throughout the entire
fixture assembly. Also, due to the method of loading, the fixture hadto be capable of
preventing any buckling of the specimen. In addition the fixturehad to have a minimal
thermal mass to facilitate concurrent heating/coolingupon load application and removal
[6]. A photograph of the resulting fixture, which evolvedafter several modifications, is
shown in the Figure 4.2.30
The fixture consists of two steel strips, 24.6" x 1.5" x 0.00635x 0.25" thick which
are separated at each end and in the middle by three rectangular steel blocks which have a
thickness just greater than the total thickness of the specimen and the tabs. These
rectangular blocks are held in place by six 1/4" bolts which pass through the bottom steel
strip. In the gap between the top and bottom strips, provided by the rectangular blocks,a
specimen is placed against each end block. Parallel rows of 1/8" bolts, sixteen in number,
are fastened between the top and bottom strip to prevent buckling along the length of each
specimen. Two steel plates of thickness equal to that of the tabbed specimens actas
sliders, and are placed in the gap between the center rectangular block and the other end
of the specimen. These slider plates are wider than the steel strips and havetwo holes on
each exposed end. Shims are used to fill the remaining gap between the top and bottom
steel strips and the central untabbed section of the specimen. These shims provide
necessary clamping to the specimens by preventing lateral movements. The shims are held
in place by the bolts. Uniform tightening of the bolts, using a torque wrench and
consistency in assembly, ensures this. Friction on all sliding surfaces is minimized by
covering with a adhesive Teflon tape. The fixture size varies according to the specimen
size. The photograph in figure 4.2 shows three individual fixtures, each essentially similar
except for the dimensions which are specimen dependent. Each fixture can hold two
specimens. Several such fixtures are placed end to end with the forward slider of the
trailing fixture attached by four steel strips to the rear slider of the leading fixture. This is
shown in the schematic [6] of Figure 4.3.
These fixtures are linked together, constituting a chain, with the specimens
between the links. Additionally, two L-shaped aluminum fins are attached to the bottom
steel strip of the fixture. This enables the placement of the fixture on steel rollers and
allows for the free rolling movement of the chain upon loading. The chain of fixtures is
placed in a U-shaped wooden channel lined with aluminum foil, Figure 4.4.31
4.1.4 Load Application Procedure
To apply the load, the chain of fixtures is fixed at one end of the channel with
wooden blocks. The other end is attached to a lever arm. Each steel plate at the free ends
of the chain is centrally drilled. A long bolt passes through the steel plate, the wooden
blocks holding the whole chain in tension. This is shown in the schematic of Figure 4. 5.
Figure 4.5 Constant load application using dead weights and leverarm.
At the other end, the chain is linked to the lever arm througha turn buckle. The
turn-buckle allows for the adjustment of the slack, after the whole chain is in the wooden
channel. Two different lever arm types, each of 8:1 load ratioare used, depending on the
desired loading spectrum. The loading action is achieved when the whole chain of fixtures
is placed under tension, while the individual fixtures with the specimensare in
compression. In the constant load configuration of Figure 4.1an inverted L-shaped lever
arm with the longer arm stretched over the fixture chain is used. A steel pin welded into
the long arm end allows for the dead weight loads to be applied. Weightswere calibrated32
to give appropriate load using a load cell and a Vishay P3500 strain indicator box. A
schematic of the constant load configuration, along with the dead weights and load
direction is shown in Figure 4.5. The action of the cyclic load configuration, is basically
the same, but here air cylinders are used. Here the lever arm extends ahead of the chain
and has a 3/4" bolt hole drilled instead of the pin at the longer end. A special bolt
threaded through its diameter passes through this hole. The bolt enables the threaded
plunger rod to be screwed onto itself providing the attachment from the air cylinder to
lever arm. The loading action is accomplished when timer controlled air cylinders, also
fixed to the wooden channel push up against the lever arm pulling the chain in tension.
4.2 Associated Mechanical and Electrical accessories
Air Cylinders
Speedaire Air Cylinders Model 6 X 393, 2.5 inch bore and 10 inch stroke capable
of applying upto 250 psi were used. Maximum pull force applicablewas 921 lbs. Air
supply was provided through an air filter and regulator for efficient operation. Thesewere
bolted to the wooden channel and linked to the chain via the lever arm.
Air Regulators and Pressure gages
Speedair air regulators Model 2Z767C with associated phenolic piping and brass
fittings were used for air supply to and from the cylinders. Standard commercialpressure
gages were used to measure the supply pressure.33
Solenoid Valves
Wixom DC-powered valves model 132B-871BA were used. Theywere used to
control the direction of the flow of air to and out of the system, dependingon the timer
signal.
Time Controller
A Standard electrical signal activated MC Series Recycling Multicam Timer
manufactured by International Timer Controllers, Model A-30 NC9 was used, along with
temperature control boards. Using cam adjustment the total time as a percentage of on/off
time. This is done by initially setting the cam, and then supplying power to the timer unit.
In our case, each cycle ran for 4 hours on, 1 hour off.
Cycle Counters
Redington spring controlled counters model 1-2035 were used to count cycles of
each test. These are spring controlled contrivances and are hooked to the leverarm
through a string link. When the lever arm is stretched upon loading, the spring is activated
via the link to increment the counter reading.
Heaters and control Circuit
These were Nichrome wire 28 gage resistive heater contained in Pyrex glass tubes.
Resistance of 60 ohms was placed in series below the specimens througha channel
arrangement as seen in the sketch in Figure 4.6. The Pyrex tubes were sealed at either
ends using Teflon fabric and silicon adhesives. The heaters were rated at either 120Vor34
240V, depending on constant/cyclic temperature requirements. Typical heating time from
room temperature to 300° F was 35 minutes.
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Figure 4.6 Schematic of heater setup shown along with across section of the channel.
Temperature Controllers
These were standard OMEGA CN350 miniature controllers for thermocouple
input from resistive loads ( heaters ). They are time proportional witha manual reset with
an accuracy of +/- 1. 5 % + 1 digit for thermocouple input. This includes fuses to prevent35
overloading of the circuit and power switches to allow the heaters to be turned off
individually without interfering with other tests.
Relays
Standard OMRON Solid State 10A 300 V rated AC Relays were used together
with the temperature controllers to control power to individual heater units.
Thermocouples and Digital Temperature Indicator
Standard Iron-Constantan "J" thermocouples with positive iron wire anda
negative constantan were used as temperature sensors. A minimum of threewere used in
each test to average out local temperature differentials. Two were connected to the
temperature controller and one to the digital indicator for temperature readouts.
DC Power Supply
A Transistorized Power Supply Model 2015R rated for 24 V DCwas used to
supply power to the solenoid valves.
Thermostats
These were connected in series with the heaters for safety against temperature
surges. In case of local temperature gradients being greater than the rated temperature,
power to the heating units would be automatically shut off.36
Other accessories included general wiring, piping, Insulation tape, Teflontape,
high temperature resistant tape, wire connectors, 5A fuses, additional 2x 4 inch wooden
panels for channel reinforcement glass wool for heat insulation and a standard tool set.
4.3 Data Acquisition System
A Hewelett-Packard model HP87 computer with an HP 3421A Data Acquisition
System was used to measure the strains and the temperature of the tests. The
measurement was in resistance for strains and therefore were converted to strains by the
formula given below to obtain microstrains. This system had 50 channels and could be
used to measure at the desired interval.The program used to measure the strain is given
in appendix A.3. The data were stored in the disc which has to be initialized before using.
RR1 E= X E +6
x G.F.
where e is the strain, R is the resistance measured for the calculation, R1 is the
reference reading of resistance (the first reading) on the straingages and G.F being the
gage factor of the strain gages. The data stored on this system were transferred to an
IBM computer with the help of the program A4 given in appendix. The data obtainedon
the IBM computer were then analyzed.Chapter 5
Calibration
5.1 Calibration
37
Reproducibility and accuracy of the data werea constant concern over the time the
experiments were conducted.In most of the cases, similar samples gave similar results.
However, absolute strain levels were not as reproducibleas desired; one explanation for
this was that the strain gage was mountedon only one side of the sample and the
compression fixture imposed slight bending moments (e.g., flatteneda slightly curved
sample) which lead to variations in the initial strain level. To solve thisproblem a trough
of 10 samples was set up and tested for thepurpose of calibration. The trough and sample
conditioning and setup for calibrationwere as follows [7]:
1) All samples were strain gaged on both sidesto determine bending caused by the
fixture, if any.
2) Several parts of the steel fixtureswere strain gaged to check stresses/strains in the
fixtures, bending moments and durability of thegages as explained in section 5.4.
3) The gages in 1) and 2) were used to test for load reproducibility,load gradients, load
uniformity and load constancy with time. Load gradients arisingout of friction from
the side clamping fixtures and the optimum clamping forceswere determined.
4) Load cells in each trough were used to check for load gradients.
6)Modulus uniformity was checked for each sample during incremental loadingsteps.38
5.2 Sequence of tests
The sequence of tests done for thepurpose of calibration using above mentioned
setup was as follows [7]:
1) All the gages were set to zero (initial reading takenas reference reading)
2) The trough was loaded to 553 lbs in about 7 seconds, and strainswere recorded after
3 sec.; this load was held for 5 minutes. The troughwas unloaded in less than 2 sec.
and strains were recorded after 3 sec. The troughwas then again loaded. The
difference of time between two loading was 30 minutes.
3) The load cell was moved to other end of chain, and the troughwas loaded to the same
air pressure for same loading and the loadwas recorded on the load cell. This was
done to know about load gradients occurring between the ends of trough.
4) The steps 2) and 3) were repeated for different settings of load (694lbs. and 766 lbs)
with 1.5 hour time difference between each stress levels. This time betweeneach
loading was for the samples to recover. Table A.2.1 in appendix showsthe strains for
different samples for the test at 555 lbs, 694 lbs and 766 lbs. Table A.2.1 inappendix
also shows the data for modulus of different samples at different loading. The
maximum deviation obtained in two different modulus values fora sample was around
2.87%.
5) The loading for 553 lbs were repeated for three different settingsof clamping force on
samples.a) Loose (t ) which was less than 1 inch-lbs torqueon clamping bolts
b) Medium (m) which was 6.5 inch-lbs torqueon clamping bolts
c) Tight (t) which was 13 inch-lbs torqueon clamping bolts
Table A.2.2 in appendix shows the raw data for the loadingat 553 lbs.
6) All these steps were repeated for another loading of 1200 lbsfor medium and tight
transverse clamping. Table A.2.3 shows the results for the loading at 1200 lbs.39
5.3 Calculation of p, the friction coefficient
In the tests for calibration, as mentioned in section 5.2,no. (5) three types of
clamping forces (i.e. the frictional forces) on the sampleswere considered. These
clamping forces were used to find the frictional coefficient. Three sampleswere
considered in the whole trough, one each at the end of trough andone in the center of
trough. These samples were B3 & C7 on ends of the trough and D1 being in thecenter of
trough. Figure 5.1 shows the fixture. Here the small clamping boltsare used to apply the
clamping force on the sample.
Load
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Fixture
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Plates for loading
Bolts for links
Bolts for the fixture
Clamping bolts
Figure 5.1 Setup of fixture40
Application of load to the sample causes strain in sample and in theprocess the
sample slides. If there is a clamping force on the sample then there would be friction
between the sample and the fixture. The equation for the frictional force is givenas
F=1.t*N (5.1)
where F is the frictional force acting in the opposite direction to the motion of thesample,
N, the normal force acting on the sample andg, the coefficient of friction between the
sample and fixture.
To calculate the coefficient of friction the strain in sampleswas measured at three
clamping forces. The differences in strain readings dueto different clamping forces were
used to calculate the coefficient of friction. If Ac is the difference in strain inthe sample
for two different clamping forces then the difference in force, AF,in the axial direction of
sample could be given as
AF= Ac *E *A (5.2)
where A is the cross-sectional area of the sample and E is modulus of thesample.
From equation 5.1 for friction, the change in frictional force dueto change in clamping
force (normal force) could also be writtenas
AF =* AN (5.3)
Combining equation 5.2 and 5.3 gives
Ae x E xA
=
AN
(5.4)41
5.3.1 Stress gradient in a sample
A freebody diagram and the mechanics of forces applicationare studied first to
calculate the stress gradient in a sample due to the friction occurring between the fixture
and sample. Figure 5.2 shows the free body diagram of the fixture and the sample.
Figure 5.2 Freebody diagram of fixture and sample
In figure 5.2, P is the force acting on the left hand edge of the sample, andQ is the
resulting reaction force on the right hand edge of the sample. If there isno clamping force
applied on the sample, then Q would be equal to P. But if there isa clamping force, N
applied on the sample by the two plates of fixture then the value of Qwould be less than P
due to friction between the fixture and the sample. Here F shows thefrictional force
acting in the opposite direction to the direction of application of loadP. Figure 5.3 shows
the sample where the left hand edge is refereed toas 'a' and the length of sample is L, b is
the width of sample.a
Figure 5.3 Forces acting on the sample
Considering one side of the sample for analysis, if ti is the shear stress dueto the friction
between the fixture and the sample then the shear stress could be representedas
F
ti=
As
where As is the surface area of the sample in contact with fixture.
As=Lxb
where L is the length of sample and b is the width of sample. Using equation 5.1 and
equation 5.5 the following equation could be obtained
=x N
L x b
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(5.5)
(5.6)
If a section is cut at a distance x from °a° and this section is analyzed for both sides,then
the forces acting on this section could be representedas in figure 5.4
Fx
Qx = P- 2Fx
Fx
Figure 5.4 Section layout of sample atx distance from 'a'If f is the frictional force gradient then from equation 5.6 the frictional forceper
unit length of sample for one side could be givenas
x N x N f =txb= xb= L x b
The total frictional force for the length x for one side of sample could be writtenas
Fx =fx x =gx Nx x
The stress at x distance from 'a' for both sides of sample could be writtenas
ax2LP2Fx
P-2(11xN x1
A A A
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(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
For the total length of sample x = L,that is, the stress at the right hand side of the sample
with the help of equation 5.9 could be writtenas
ac, A
P- 2(µxN)
The stress gradient over the sample length could be writtenas
Stress gradient
PQ
aoaL AA
PP- 2(.txN)
Acri, A A 20.txN
A x L
(5.10)
(5.11)5.3.2 Calculation of the Normal force
For a bolt with pitch of p, helix angle of a and outside diameter of d the relation
between these terms is shown below [5]
W =
nd
Ts
lx tan (a + (1))
N = 8 x W
44
(5.12)
W = The clamping force / bolt (lbs)
N = Total clamping force applied on the sample (lbs). Since, 8 boltsare used to clamp the
fixture as shown in figure 5.1, N = 8W
Is = Torque applied on the torque wrench (inch-lbs)
1 = length of the torque wrench (inch)
tan (1) = [is (coefficient of friction between the bolt and nut)
(I) = tan -1(µs)
Calculation
The bolts used for clamping were 4/40 type, whichmeans there are 40 threads per
inch. Note the subscripts used m for medium condition which is 6.5 in-lbstorque and t for
tight condition which is 13 ft-lbs.
p = 0.025 "
d = 0.109 "45
a= tan -1 ( p / ird) = 4.17768
= 0.2
(1) = tan-1(1s) = 11.31°
-cm = 6.5 inch-lbs for medium torque
tit = 13.0 inch-lbs for tight torque
/ = 11 "
Wm = 2.13 lbs for medium torque
Wt = 4.26 lbs for tight torque
Nm = 8 Wm = 17.04 lbs for medium
Nt = 8 Wt = 34.08 lbs for T (tight)
5.3.3 Sample Calculation for stress gradient in samples
For the calculation of the second results in table 5.1, sample B3 at 553 lbs. loading
which is 6011 psi stress, and the clamping forces consideredare those of the loose and the
medium conditions.
Here c= 632.8983 micro strains for the loose condition.
e= 618.8295 micro strains for the medium condition
Therefore Act = 14.07 micro strains
A= 0.092inch2
E= 6.2529 msi
AN = 17.04 lbs
From equation 5.4
14.07 x10-6 * 6.2529 x106* 0.092
= = 0.47
17.0446
Now P = 553 lbs, Therefore,
Stress (at x = 0, i.e. the left edge)= 553 / 0.092 = 6011 psi
From equation 5.10
Stress (at x = L, i.e. the right edge)=553 - 2(0.47 x 17.04)
= 5836 psi
Stress gradient in B3 sample (using equation 5.11)= 17.6 psi / inch
Stress gradient calculations for samples D1 and C7were calculated in the same
0.092
way as discussed above. Also this was repeated at 13043 psi stress level and the results
are shown in table 5.1
Table 5.1 shows the samples being considered namely, B3, D1 and C7. The
clamping forces as mentioned before for this calculationwere 17.04 lbs and 34.08. The
samples were loaded at 553 lbs (6011 psi stress). Table 5.1 also shows thesame samples
being considered at 1200 lbs loading (13043 psi stress) and 17.04 lbs clampingforce.
Here the clamping force considered were medium and tight conditions for thecalculation
of vt. The data for the strain are obtained from table A.3 in appendix.47
Table 5.1Results for stress gradients at 6011 psi and 13043 psi applied samplestress
Sample AN
(lbs)
4 Stress gradient
(psi / inch)
ax = 0
(psi)
ax = L
(psi)
Applied sample stress = 6011 psi
B3 t -.e = 34.08 0.24 8.79 6011 5923
t-m = 17.040.47 17.6 6011 5836
m-t = 17.040.47 17.6 6011 5836
D1 t-t = 34.08 0.37 13.8 6011 5873
t-m = 17.040.73 27.3 6011 5738
m-t = 17.040.73 27.3 6011 5738
C7 t-t = 34.08 0.37 13.8 6011 5872
t-m = 17.040.37 13.8 6011 5872
m-t = 17.040.37 13.8 6011 5872
Applied sampe stress = 13043 psi
B3 t-m = 17.040.23 8.6 13043 12957
D1 t-m = 17.040.37 13.6 13043 12907
C7 t-m = 17.040.37 13.8 13043 12905
This was the stress gradient in a sample considering frictional effects.Another
way of analyzing the stress gradient is to analyze stress gradients for the whole trough.
This is done by measuring the load at both ends of trough with load cells.In order to have
consistency the two curves by above methods should coincide. The check couldalso be
done by a third method. The strain and the modulus of different samplesare known and
therefore the stress at this strain level could be calculated.Stress gradients in samples ina trough
Applied sample stress = 6011 psi
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Figure 5.5 Stress gradients in samples in the trough at 6011 psi applied samplestress.
Figure 5.5 shows the stress gradients at 6011 psi by the three methods mentioned.
The stress values found by the Modulus method is shown by * and it is within 100 micro
strains of the sample and fixture strain readings. The stress gradient in samples B3, D2
and C7 are 17.6, 27.3 and 13.8 psi/inch respectively. Thereason for considering the
medium and the loose conditions to obtain the stress gradient is discussed in section5.6
and 5.7.Stress gradients in samples ina trough
Calibration: applied stress = 13043 psi
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Figure 5.6 Stress gradients in samples in the trough at 13043 psi appliedsample stress.
From figure 5.6 it is observed that the stress gradients in B3, D1 and C7are 8.6,
13.6 and 13.8 psi/inch respectively. The stress gradients in C7 samplewas same as that
obtained for 6011 psi. But the stress gradients in B3 and D1 samplesare about half that
obtained for 6011 psi. This behavior needs to be further analyzed. Thepossible
explaination at this time for the gradient changes in samples B3 and D1 for theconditions
involving tight clamping forces is given in section 5.6 and 5.7.50
5.4 Stress gradients in samples for different cycles
L11 trough was tested for 3 months and the strainswere recorded. The conditions
being cyclic/cyclic for the temperature/stress profile. Figure 5.7 shows thestress gradient
in different cycles for the sample B3, D1 & C7. This is calculated by thethird method
mentioned above, namely the Modulus method. Here the strainat a given time is
measured and the modulus of the sample is assumed constant and thereforethe stresses
for a given cycle could be calculated. The strain used for this calculationwas the loading
elastic strain for each cycle. In figure 5.7 we see that the stress increasedmore in the
initial cycles and there was not much difference instresses in the later cycles.
Stress gradients in samples ina trough
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Figure 5.7 Stress gradients in samples in a trough for different cycles for L11condition51
5.5 Modulus gradients in samples for different cycles
Now if the analysis is done with assumption that the stress remainedconstant
during the test, the change in modulus of a sample duringa period of time could be found.
Figure 5.8 shows the modulus change in a sample duringa period of time assuming that
the stress remained constant. The modulus of the samples changedover the period of
time. The modulus decreased from 6.2 E6 for B3 sampleto 5.2 E6 in the 465th cycle.
This could be due to internal fractures occurring due to fatigueover the cyclic loading.
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Figure 5.8 Modulus gradients in samples ina trough for different cycles
for L11 condition52
5.6 Fixture strain analysis
To check bending in samples one more analysis was done by attaching 8 strain
gages on the steel fixtures and measuring the strains on them. The strain gage setup on
the fixture is shown in the figure 5.9 below.
-->
TOP VIEW
81 8
10"
8 4:=333fm
1=1 c13
3.5 " 2.5"2" 1"
-LOAD
BOTTOM VIEW
A22bw
c=>LJ 8
c=> -On Sample cl -On steel fixture
Figure 5.9 Position of strain gages on the fixture.
This was done to get vital information on bendingor buckling effects occurring on
samples. Again the tests were performed at three different clamping forces,namely Nt,
Nm, Nt corresponding to 0, 17.04, 34.08 lbs. This testwas done at applied sample stress
of 6,010 psi which is 553 lbs applied load for the firstrun and the results were compiled.
Figure 5.12 shows the fixture strain gage results at 553 lbs applied sample load. The
curves for t and m show that there is little tensile stress occurring. This is because of the
pull experienced by the fixture as shown in figure 5.10. If the modulus of steel isassumed
as 30 msi then at 553 lbs we would expect a strain of 66 micro strain (E= 6 / E, cross53
sectional area of fixture = 0.28 inch2). The strains obtained by experimentare 70.34 and
64.7 micro strain for loose and medium clamping forces respectively. Similar behavior in
medium torque setting could be observed at 13043 psi which is 1200 applied loadon
samples in figure 5.13.
Tensile
stress
on fixtures
Sample
Fixture
End stoppers
Bolts for the fixture
Clamping bolts
Figure 5.10 Tensile stress on fixtures
For the tight condition the curves in figure 5.12 and figure 5.13 shows that there is
compressive stress in the fixture. This could be because the fixture and samplesbehave as
a whole body and due to this there is a compressive strain as explained in figure 5.11.
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-.41111111111r
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Figure 5.11 Compressive stress on fixtures54
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Figure 5.13 Fixture strain gage behavior at 1,200 lbs applied sample load.56
5.7 Conclusions on fixture analysis
The curves for t and m in figures 5.11 and 5.12 shows that therewere tensile
stress occurring in the fixture, whereas for the tight condition the curves for t shows that
there were compressive stress in the fixture. The compressivestress observed for tight
condition by the fixture was around 3 times more than that of the tensilestresses for the
medium and loose conditions. For loose conditions the samples might observe bendingor
buckling because of less clamping force. Therefore the best clamping forceto be
considered for future testing with the analysis made in this chapter would be the medium
condition. Further analysis is required to be performed for the tight conditions.
5.8 Center deflection of the samples during loading
This analysis was done to find bending if any in the samples dueto loading. As
discussed in section 4.1.3, there were aluminum shims between the samples and fixtures.
Depending on the fit of these shims there might be varying bending occurring inthe
samples. Analysis for different conditions and factorswas done for these reasons. The
theory involved in calculating the center deflection in the samples isas given below. All
the samples were strain gaged on both sides.
Ex =e0±Z Kx (5.13)
where,
ex is the strain at distance x from center of the sample.
e0 is the strain at the center of the sample, which here for analysis is theaverage of the top
and the bottom surface of the sample.
Z is half the thickness of the sample.
Kx = 1/p, where p is the radius of curvature.Also 1E1, the central angle of the arc is givenas
= L/p
where L is the original length of the sample.
The center deflection is given as
57
8 = p- pcos(0/2) (5.14)
By the above mentioned theory and using equation 5.14 the center deflectionwas
obtained. The data for calculation was obtained from tables A.2 in appendix.The results
obtained from the analysis are plotted in figure 5.14 to 5.18. The graphsshows the
analysis for different conditions and for different factors. The factorsconsidered for
analysis are different clamping forces, stresses, time andtemperatures.
Figure 5.14 shows the graph of variation of center deflection with different
clamping forces at 6011 psi for sample B3, D1 and C7. It is observed herethat for
samples D1 and C7 the deflection was between 0.001 and 0.007 inches. Withincrease in
clamping forces the deflection decreased. For sample B3 the deflectionwas between 0.02
and 0.03 inches. Here also with increase in clamping force the deflectiondecreased. The
deflection obtained for B3 sample was higher than that of DI and C7. This couldbe due
to the shims and thickness of the stoppers used to clamp and hold the sample in fixture.
Slight difference in the dimensions in the shims could affect the value ofdeflection. This is
also confirmed by results at higher stress level. Figure 5.15 shows the graphof variation
of center deflection with different clamping forces at 13043 psi forsample B3, D1 and C7.
At higher stress it was observed that the center deflection for the tightconditions for all
the samples were between 0.005 and 0.012 inches. For medium conditionthe results were
similar to that obtained for 6011 psi.Center deflection as f(clamping force)
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Figure 5.14 Variation of center deflection with different clamping forces for samples B3,
D1 and C7 at 6011 psi
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Figure 5.15 Variation of center deflection with different clamping forces for samples B3,
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Figure 5.16 Variation of center deflection with stress for sample B3, D1 and C7
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Figure 5.17 Variation of center deflection with different cycles for sample B3, D1 and C7Center deflection variation with temp.
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Figure 5.18 Variation of center deflection with temperature for sample B3, D1 and C7
Figure 5.16 shows the variation of center deflection with stress for samples B3, D1
and C7 for the medium clamping force. For samples DI and C7 the maximum deflection
obtained was 0.01 inches. But for B3 sample the center deflection increased to 0.05
inches for 13043 psi. This could be due to the same reasons discussed for figure 5.14.
Figure 5.17 shows the variation of center deflection with time for medium
condition at 11150 psi. The data are obtained from the Quarterly report to Boeing-12 [7].
For B3 sample the center deflection increased from 0.012 inches for the first cycle to
0.025 inches for the 464th cycle. For D1 sample the center deflection increased from
0.0027 inches for the first cycle to 0.0048 inches for the 464th cycle. For C7 sample the
center deflection increased from 0.0042 inches to 0.036 for the 464th cycle.61
Figure 5.18 shows the variation of center deflection with temperature for the
medium clamping force at 950 psi stress. For B3 sample the deflection varied from
0.0006 inches at room temperature to 0.00063 inches at 285°F. For D1 sample the center
deflection varied from 0.0006 inches at room temperature to 0.002 at 285°F. For C7
sample the center deflection varied from 0 inches at room temperature to 0.0087 inches at
285°F.
Analysis of center deflection of samples shows that there is bending occurring in
the samples, but is very minimal. The bending occurring could be due to the shims and the
stoppers used in the fixture. This suggests that the dimensions of shims and the stoppers
should be selected with greater precision to get the best fit between the samples and the
fixtures and thus reducing the bending in process.62
Chapter 6
Results and Discussions
6. 1 Calculation of creep parameters
In chapter 2, section 2.1 the theory oncreep was discussed. Sections 3.1 thru 3.3
in chapter 3 discussed the creep parameters and the theory involved in obtainingthese
parameters from experimental work. Here the parameters are calculated using thesame
theory. The samples considered are R19, A10 for L4 condition, R26, Al for L5
condition, R51, A18 for L10 condition and A33 for L11 condition. The layup of these
samples has been explained in table 4.1. Table 6.1 shows the samples considered, the
temperature I loading profile and the figure numbers for the long termcreep and short
term creep of each samples being considered.
Short term tests consist of three cycles each consisting of 2 hours loadingand 1
hour recovery. Long term tests are for three months, L4 and L10 conditionsare constant
loading conditions while L5 and L11 are cyclic loading conditions. Cyclicloading in these
conditions consists of 4 hours loading and 1 hourrecovery. Short term tests are
performed at stress levels of between 30 to 40 % of the ultimate compressivestrength of
the samples, while the long term tests are performed around 20 % of theultimate
compressive strength.
Short term compressive tests were used to find thecreep parameters which are
discussed in section 6.2.1 and used in the prediction model discussedlater in section 6.3.1
for creep predictions. Long term tests are used to confirm these resultsof predictions
over a period of three months. The creep prediction and the experimental resultsare
compared and the model is checked for long term predictions.63
Table 6.1 : Samples used for the analysis
Matrix
Test #
Temp.
( °F)
Spectrum
(load/temp.)
Ultimate Comp.
Strength (ksi)
Short Term
Sample #
(3 cycles)
Figure #
L 4 75 const/const 42.7 R19 6.1-6.3
II
"
II 113.8 A10 A.1-A.3
L 5 75 cyclic/cyclic 45.32 R26 A.4-A.6
,,
118.9 Al A.7-A.9
L 10 300 const/const 15.33 R 51 A.10-A.12
It II II
124.61 A 18 A.13-A.15
L 11 300 cyclic/cyclic 44.49 A 33 A.16-A.18
6.2 Short term creep parameters analysis
Figure 6.1 shows the creep response of R19 sample to the threestress levels. The
three stress levels were between 20%- 40% of the ultimate compressivestrength of R19
sample, which are 12.27, 16.36 & 20.45 ksi. In figure 3.2 the first cycle of12.27 stress
level was maintained for two hours after which the samplewas unloaded and recovery of
sample was allowed for 1 hour. The stress levelwas then increased to 16.36 ksi and held
at this level for two hours, followed by a recovery cycle of one hour and then similarcycle
was conducted for the third stress level of 20.45 ksi. Figure 6.2 shows thesame sample
for the three stresses in one time frame, that is, during the stressedpart of the creep
response and figure 6.3 shows the recovery part of the creep response for thesame three
cycles.64
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6.2.1 Calculations for the material parameters of R19 sample
Table 6.3 shows the results of the material parameters basedon the theory
discussed in chapter 3. The calculation of R19 in table 6.3 is described in this section.
Calculation of linear parameters C and n.
Data of the 90° sample RI9 from figure 6.1 was used. Curve fitting experimental
strain and stress data to the equation (3.11)
C = 0.049622 E-6 and n = 0.284Calculation of go
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The stress levels of testing and the elastic strains obtained for R19 sampleare
shown in table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Values of elastic strain for different stress levels.
Stress (psi) Strain (micro strain)
First cycle 12300 (no) 8847 (c0)
Second cycle 16363 (aj) 12750 (el))
Third cycle 20500 (62) 16500 (e2)
8847 Ao = = 0.719628
12300
As discussed in section 3.1.2 for the first cycle if CT is low thengo will be 1 and for
second and third cycle the values of go can be obtainedas shown below. Using equation
3.13
For second cycle
For third cycle
12750
g0 = = 1.08
16363 x 0.719268
16500
g0 = = 1.12
20500 x 0.719268Calculation of g2
For R19 sample: ao- = 0.96
(121119)
X = = 0.0168
119
As discussed in section 3.1.3 for the first cycle if a is low then g1 will be 1 and for
second and third cycle the values of gi can be obtained as shown below. Using equation
3.14 and equatin 3.16
For second cycle the value of B3 was found to be
B3 = 3.3989 E-3,
3.3989 E- 3 *(0.96)0.284
K2 = = 1 06
0.049622E -6* 16.4E +3* (120)0'284
For third cycle the value of B3 was found to be
B3 = 4.7505 E-3
4.7505 E -3 *(0.89)0.284
R2 0 284= 1.16
0.049622 E 6 * 20.5 E +3 * (120)0.28468
Calculation of gi
The methodology for obtaining the value of g1 discussed in section 3.1.3was used
to obtain the values of Bl, B2 and gl. Curvefitting the strain values in equation 3.14
B1 = 9643.23 E+3
For second cycle B2 = 7.0033 E+3
7.0033 E +3 x (0.96)0'284
= = 1.07
1.06 x 0.049622 E-6 x 12.3E +3
For third cycle B2 = 8.34286 E+3
8.34286 E +3 x (0.89)O.284 gl = = 1.14
1.16 x 0.049622 E-6 x 12.3 E+3
Table 6.1 gives the list of other samples used and the respective figure numbers.
Similar calculation for A10, R26, Al, R51, A18 and A33 samplescan be done to get the
values of the respective C, n, go, g1, g2 and acy. The values of these parameters for other
samples are shown in Table 6.3.
Figure 6.4-6.9 shows the plot of go, g1 and g2 respectively, with respect to the
stress levels for all the A and R samples considered. The variation of go, gland g2 with
respect to stress level is similar to the results obtained by Schapery [3].69
Table 6.3: Calculation of creep parameters
Sample #Stress (ksi)C (E10-
6)
n go g1 g2 aG
R19 12.3 0.0496220.284 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
16.4 0.0496220.2841.091.071.060.96
20.5 0.0496220.2841.121.141.160.89
A10 7.58 0.1030060.072 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
11.37 0.1030060.0720.990.980.880.89
15.16 0.1030060.0721.041.141.120.89
R26 12.3 0.0375060.271 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
16.4 0.0375060.2711.081.061.040.96
20.5 0.0375060.2711.111.131.140.92
A 1 7.58 0.0209070.121 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
11.37 0.0209070.1211.010.980.890.12
15.16 0.0209070.1211.071.171.200.10
R 51 3.79 0.0580560.161 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
4.63 0.0580560.1611.010.940.870.92
7.58 0.0580560.1611.040.930.940.89
A 18 7.66 0.0016280.059 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
11.49 0.0016280.0591.021.011.01 1.0
15.32 0.0016280.0591.091.211.231E-05
A 33 11.37 0.009 0.032 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
15.16 0.009 0.0321.051.161.151E-05
18.95 0.009 0.0321.131.221.281E-0570
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6.3 Long term creep
6.3.1 Creep Predictions using material parameters
The stress dependent material parameters, go, gl, g2 and aa, the linear elastic
compliance C, and the time exponent n, could be used to find the strain for a given
condition for a sample for a particular stress level and at a particular time by the equations
given below. Equation 3.9 could be used to predict creep strain at any time for the stress
level desired. Equation 3.10 could be used to predict recovery strain at any time for the
stress level desired.
6.3.2 Creep Predictions using mathematical model
The mathematical form of representation as discussed in section 3.3 was used and
a program for the 2D non-linear viscoelastic creep of laminates based on ply creep data
was written by Dr. Timothy Kennedy (Prof., Mechanical Engineering, Oregon State
University). Here the cyclic creep predictions are done by either considering the flow term
or the Zapas & Crissman constants discussed in section 3.3. Figure 6.10 thru 6.14 shows
the results of creep predictions for Quasi A samples for different conditions and using
these two methods. The samples mentioned on graphs are the results of samples for the
long term tests used to get the constants used in the program. The program is listed in
appendix A.5. The input data files for each prediction curves are given in appendix A.6.
Data for obtaining the constants required in this program are obtained from Quarterly
Progress report, submitted to Boeing Commercial Aircraft Company for the Modeling of
structural composites for the High Speed Civil Transport by Dr. E.G. Wolff and
Dr. T.C. Kennedy of Mechanical Engineering, Oregon State University [7].74
Table 6.4 gives the corresponding Prony series constants based on the theory
discussed in section 3.3. Prony series constants for the L-series for Xi, X2, X3, X4, being 1,
0.1, 0.01, 0.001 respectively, for the term Ai-A4 as well as a residual term B. The units
for A and B is microstrain/ksi and that of X is hour-1. To use A, X, and B in the 2D linear
viscoelastic creep program, they were multiplied by le-6, 1.667e-2 and 0.5e-6, resp. This
is because they were used in this program with the units strain/ksi, minutes- land strain/ksi.
The flow term required was Df which relates to the B term in the table 6.4 as B = Df * t1.
Since t1 is usually 2 hours with the curve fitting program for the Prony series B was
multiplied by 1/2*le-6 to get flow term Df, either transverse from the R samples or shear
from the F samples [7]. The program A.5 in appendix was used for this predictions. The
original program which used to work only for the time frame specified in the input file was
modified to run for the cycle numbers desired. This made the program user friendly and
only the desired results were printed out. The input file for the program is as given below
Input file:
Nr, Np, Ei, E2, V12, G -12a, _1,a2, h, Em, vm
Nx, Ny, Nxy, Mx, My, Mxy, T, To
Ply angles (depends on Np)
AlT, AlS, X1T ,XIS
ArT, ArS, XrT ,x,rs
BT, Bs
CT ,NTT ,NT ,Cs,Nss ,Ns75
where
Nr= Number of prony series sets
Np= Number of plies
E= Young's Modulus
12= Transverse Poisson's ratio
G12= Transverse shear modulus
a1,2= Thermal expansion coefficient
h = Thickness of each ply
Nx= Absolute in-plane stress resultant component = a * h * N(Note: 6 in ksi)
M= Absolute moment component
T = Initial temperature for a cycle
To= Final temperature for a cycle
ArT Ars, A'rT, Airs =Parameters from Prony series (equation 3.19)
BT, Bs =Flow terms
CT, NTT, NT, Cs, NSS, Ns= Zappas Crissman constants
Table 6.4 Prony series Constants table [7]
Sample TestAl A2 Al A4 B R2
R26 L51501.017-25455.8184595-3883.3910874.550.863
F28 L51999.793-5014.9112976.039772.7543662.3480.981
R51 L10511.5139-2088.482237.75-3089.043341.260.684
F35 L10237.9101-704.928-965.295953.47361430.5260.703
R6 L111720.873-3500.11-28362.16790.8159736.6530.611
F22 L111064.197-3943.84-2050.592023.4573170.8740.5986.4 Figures for the predicted and measured creep values
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6.4.1 Discussion of the predicted and measured creep graphs
The graphs for cyclic creep predictions for Quasi A sample with the L5 and L10
conditions considering the flow term at 30325 psi are shown in figures 6.10 and 6.12
respectively. Figure 6.11 and figure 6.13 shows the predictions for the Quasi A samples
with the L5 and L10 conditions respectively considering the Zapas & Crissman terms at
30325 psi. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 shows the predictions for the A samples with the L11
condition considering the flow term and the Zapas & Crissman terms respectively at
11150 psi. Figures L5 and L11 also show the experimental values obtained from the long
term tests.
The long term cyclic creep measurements obtained for A20 sample, L5 condition
are compared to the predictions in figure 6.10 and figure 6.11. For L5 condition it is
observed that the creep behavior of the predicted and the measured values are similar in
gradients. Discrepancies which did occur were due, for the most part, to small differences
in the initial elastic response. The elastic strain response to loadings for measured values
are around 500 micro strains lower. For recovery the strains are around 100 micro strains
lower. This difference in elastic strains could be due to the frictional effects between
samples and fixtures. The results obtained needs to be further analyzed. Because the
predicted strain values were higher than the measured strain values, the prediction model
could be used in predictions.
The long term cyclic creep measurements obtained for A22 sample, L11 condition
are compared to the predictions in figure 6.14 and figure 6.15. For the predictions
considering flow terms in figure 6.14, the measured strains are much higher than the
predicted values. Predictions of strain values considering Z-C term and the measured
strain values are shown in figure 6.15. It is observed that during loadings of each cycle the81
values for the strains in cycle numbers 1, 2, 235, and 236 the elastic strains are higher than
the predicted strains. But the recovery strains are within 100 micro strains to the
measured strain values. For cycle numbers 464 and 465 the measured elastic strains for
loading as well as recovery are lower than the predicted strain values. Possible
explanation for this behavior is that for the predictions considering the Zapas and
Crissman terms the material parameter NSS obtained for the input to the prediction
program for L10 and L11 conditions was 0.98 compared to 3.02 for L5. In equation 3.3
for Zapas and Crissman function, there is no limit on time parameter used. This causes
increase in strain with time when the time parameter increases with N and n.
Figure 6.16 shows the behavior of strain prediction with time considering / not
considering the Zapas-Crissman term in the prediction model. This shows that after 103
minutes the strain increases rapidly. Internal fractures caused by fatigue causes the
modulus to decrease and therefore the strain increases for the same stress level over a
period of time. Also physical defects develop under load with time, which can include
matrix cracking, delaminations, fiber-matrix interfacial bond failures etc.82
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work
Summary and Conclusions
IM7/5260 composite is one of the candidate material to be used in the next
generation aircrafts by Boeing Commercial Aircraft Company. Time-dependent behavior
in IM7/5260 composite was experimentally observed during compressional loading. An
accelerated procedure for test methods and experimental procedureswas developed to
generate material parameters and constants. The loading method was unique and simple,
employing leverage principle to test specimen in compression at the desired load level.
The testing apparatus used commercially available materials and accessories. Over 300
samples were tested with this experimental method for different loading/temperature
spectrum.
The frictional forces, between the fixture and samples were measured and the
fixtures were calibrated. The optimum clamping force for the fixturewas determined and
was found to be 17.04 lbs which can be used as a base value for future testing. The
maximum deviation obtained between two different modulus values fora sample was
found to be 2.87%. The center deflection analysis indicated that therewas minimal
bending occurring in the samples during loading and could be minimized by havinga better
fit between the samples and fixture. This better fit between the fixture and samplescould
be obtained by using the aluminum shims and the stoppers in the fixtures with higher
precision.83
Methodology to obtain creep parameters from Schapery's nonlinear viscoelastic
theory was developed. Creep parameters and constants obtained from short term tests
were fit into a prediction model using Schapery and Zapas-Crissman theory. Schapery's
nonlinear constitutive equation was used successfully and the material parameterswere
obtained in compression for different testing conditions. Similar resultswere obtained by
Schapery [3] in tension for glass fiber-epoxy.
For room temperature, the creep behavior of the predicted modelwas similar to
that obtained by the tests. However, at higher temperatures, the time-dependence of this
material was considerably higher. Therefore predicted strain values were higher than the
experimental strain values. It was observed that after 103 minutes the strain values
increased substantially for tests at higher temperature.
The objective of testing large number of samples in compression and calibrating
the fixture was fulfilled. The material parameters were obtained and the prediction model
was used to predict strain for long term.
Suggestions for future work
The Zapas-Crissman term needs to be modified to include critical time. The
prediction model did not consider any damage mechanisms in the samples occurring due
to fatigue or any chemical changes over a period of time. The results obtained for creep in
short term and long term tests need to be analyzed further, using other models which
consider damage mechanism and chemical changes in samples. Fracture mechanics and
long term physical aging effects should be examined using the data and the tested samples
available. Also for higher temperatures it is suggested that longer cyclic tests berun,84
preferably 9-12 months. This would help to better understand the damage mechanism and
chemical changes in samples. Also the Zapas-Crissman terms could be obtainedover a
large interval thus decreasing the time dependency of these terms.
It is suggested that further analysis on ply level (simple lay-ups) be performed with
the data obtained for more than 300 samples over the past two years.
It is suggested that the tests be performed in different environments such as
hydraulic fluid, jet fuel, acidic moisture etc.85
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A.1 Short term graphs89
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Figure A.1 Short term creep graph for A 10 sample at 7.58, 11.37 & 15.16 ksi.
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Figure A.2 Creep of A 10 sample at 7.58, 11.37 & 15.16 ksi.90
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Figure A.4 Short term creep graph for R 26 sample at 12.27, 16.36, 20.45 ksi91
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Figure A.6 Recovery for R 26 sample at 12.27, 16.36, 20.45 ksi92
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Figure A.7 Short term creep graph for A 1 sample at 7.58, 11.37 & 15.16 ksi.
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Figure A.8 Creep of A 1 sample at 7.58, 11.37 & 15.16 ksi.93
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Figure A.9 Recovery for A 1 sample at 7.58, 11.37 & 15.16 ksi.
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Figure A.10 Short term creep graph for R 51 sample at 3.79, 4.63, 7.58 ksi94
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Figure A.13 Short term creep graph for A 18 sample at 7.66, 11.49 & 15.32 ksi.
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Figure A.14 Creep for A 18 sample at 7.66, 11.49 & 15.32 ksi.96
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Figure A.16 Short term creep graph for A 33 sample at 11.37, 15.16 & 18.95 ksi.97
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Figure A.17 Creep for A 33 sample at 11.37, 15.16 & 18.95 ksi.
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Figure A.18 Recovery for A 33 sample at 11.37, 15.16 & 18.95 ksi.98
A.2 Raw data for the calibration testslbs
load front
lbs
load back
1st load 555 554
1st rec 0 0
2nd load 694 693
2nd rec 0 0
3rd load 766 765
3rd rec 0 0
1st load 555 554
1st rec 0 0
2nd load 694 693
2nd rec 0 0
3rd load 766 765
3rd rec 0 0
Compressive Microstrain
b3f b3b a22f h21f h14f h14b dif
1027.39914.102872.1362670.171434.721547.25561.344
28.1478 014.066756.2141 0-28.1318-28.0672
1280.731153.171069.073611.761800.441969.23701.68
28.1478 028.1334 0 0-28.1318-28.0672
1379.241265.681153.474145.791927.032236.48785.882
14.0739 014.0667-28.1071 0-28.1318-28.0672
d1b d2f d2b c8f c11 cI2 r1
687.491702.078518.8761236.39-90.2135-81.7309 0
14.0304-28.0831-14.0237-28.0999-42.2876-14.0915 0
869.886870.577659.1121531.44-50.7451-14.0915-2.81064
14.0304-28.0831 0-28.0999-50.7451-14.0915-2.81064
954.069954.827729.2311671.94-95.8519-87.3675-2.81064
14.0304-28.0831 0-28.0999-78.9368-14.0915-2.62128
stress
Quasi
(psi) Modulus (msi)
h b3f b3b a22f h21f h14f h14b dif
1st load 6033231255.872136.599926.91758.660516.118114.945910.7474
2nd load 7543289175.889636.541077.055678.0063516.061114.684410.7499
3rd load 8326319176.036656.578287.218227.6986516.562814.271110.5945
d1b d2f d2b c8f
1st load 8.775398.5930611.62714.87951
2nd load 8.671258.6643711.44424.92542
3rd load 8.726838.7199111.41754.9798411 lo
11 rec
1210
12 rec
m1 lo
m1 rec
m2 io
m2rec
other lo
other rec
t1 lo
t1 rec
t2 lo
t2 rec
11 lo
11 rec
1210
12 rec
m1 lo
m1 rec
m2 io
m2rec
other lo
other rec
t1 lo
t1 rec
t2 lo
t2 rec
Load = 553 lbs.
B3f B3b A22f A22b h21f h21b h14f h14b D1f D1b D2f D2b C8f C8b C7f C7b
646.95811294.394956.1555985.56542642.888407.28631505.0091462.854280.8314322.9927716.0387504.9093618.8822661.07871249.771378.772
-14.064314.0695-42.1833 014.05792 014.0655514.0659-28.0831-28.086328.07995-14.0253-42.1965-42.1965 0 0
632.89381195.908871.788929.24742417.962477.50811420.6161378.459252.7482280.8632687.9588476.8587534.4892576.68571179.5591294.357
-14.064314.0695-42.183314.0795114.05792 014.0655 0-14.0416-28.086314.03997-28.0505-42.1965-56.262 0 0
661.02241350.672998.33881013.7242769.409379.19761547.2061519.118294.8729337.0359744.1187532.9598661.0787703.27521291.8971435.048
-14.064328.139-28.122214.07951 0 014.065514.0659-14.0416-28.086328.07995-14.0253-28.131-42.196514.0423614.0691
646.95811336.603970.21661013.7242741.294379.19761547.2061505.052294.8729337.0359730.0789532.9598647.0132689.20971277.8551420.979
-14.064328.139-28.122214.0795114.05792 014.065514.0659-28.0831-28.086328.07995-28.0505-42.1965-42.1965 014.0691
618.82951209.977913.9722929.24742446.077491.55251420.61692.525252.7482280.8632687.9588490.884562.6202590.75121193.6011308.427
-14.064328.139-14.061114.07951 0-14.044414.0655 0-28.0831-28.086314.03997-14.0253-28.131-42.1965 0 0
632.89381097.421871.7888563.18022361.73491.55251392.4851350.327238.7066266.8201673.9188462.8335520.4237562.62021165.5161266.219
-70.321584.41701 126.55-154.87514.05762 014.065514.0659-28.0831-28.086328.07995-14.0253-42.1965-56.262 014.0691
689.1511195.908970.2166633.57782656.946421.33071519.0751476.92294.8729322.9927730.0787518.9345618.8822675.14421263.8131392.841
-70.321584.41701140.6111-154.87514.05792 014.0655 0-28.0831-28.086328.07995-14.0253-42.1965-56.262 014.0691
c11 c12 c13 cl4 c15 c16 c17 c18 c19 c110
36.6511242.2661742.2229170.3407170.3375256.123530.9812625.35753 028.16702
8.4579 0-14.07438.44088611.25411.261622.81647814.08752 0-8.45011
36.651142.2661739.4080570.3407170.3375256.3080933.7977328.17504-29.585528.16702
8.4579 0-14.07438.4408865.62700111.261622.81647811.27002 0-2.8167
36.6511242.26617193699064.7134664.7105153.4926933.7977328.17504 028.16702
8.4579 0 05.627257-2.813511.261622.8164785.635008 0-2.8167
36.651142.2661750.6674964.7134664.7105153.4926936.6142128.17504 028.16702
8.4579 0 05.627257 011.261622.8164788.452511-2.81766 0
36.6511242.2661756.2972164.7134656.2700153.4926930.9812628.175042.81766428.16702
8.45792.817744 02.813629 05.6308092.81647811.27002 0 0
36.651142.26617377.1913-244.786-225.08-129.509157.7228-56.3501-197.236-28.167
8.4579 0337.7833-301.058-286.977-171.74129.558-70.4376-197.236-138.018
36.6511242.26617380.0062-241.972-225.08-123.878168.9887-45.0801-197.236-16.9002
8.4579 0340.5981-298.245-284.164-171.74129.558-70.4376-200.054-45.0672ml lo
m1 rec
m2 io
m2rec
t1 lo
t1 rec
t2 lo
t2 rec
Load=1200 lbs (13,043 psi for Quasi, 50,000 psi for h sample)
B3f B3b A22f A22b h21f h14f h14b D1f D1b D2f D2b C8f C8b C7f C7b
1546.9422673.3572538.2842055.199875.6303-3937.566330.9161010.9641109.2521389.6421346.5772165.5952447.052837.043066.106
014.0703588.994156.30681618.6186337.5051055.153-42.1235-28.082328.0735814.02685-843739-56.24528.0895170.32353
1532.8792645.2172313.9052041.122885.7493-3768.816260.573982.88181095.2111361.5691332.552137.4712418.9232766.8172995.782
014.0703280.473456.30681646.7376337.5051069.221-42.1235-42.123514.03679 0-84.3739-56.254-14.044828.1241
2025.0872209.0373015.0891801.818913.8683-4162.566513.8091025.0051137.3351417.7161374.6312235.9072517.3682851.0853108.3
028.1406897.5148-98.5369674.8566337.5051097.359-42.1235-28.082328.073514.02685-84.3739-56.254-14.044842.19412
1954.7722138.6862902.8991759.588941.9874-312.556260.537996.9231095.2111375.6051332.552137.4712418.9232766.8173023.912
028.14061009.704-98.5369688.9161337.5051111.428-42.1235-42.123528.07358 0-98.4362-56.254-14.044856.25882
cll c12 cl3 c14 c15 c16 c17 c18 c19 c110
m1 lo 84.575698.6126384.39543140.747149.1834118.296870.3835261.9815614.0935356.32924
ml rec -11.2788 02.813181 0 05.63318 0 0 0 0
m2 lo 84.575698.6126384.39543140.747146.3686112.663681.6448859.1642114.0935356.32924
m2 rec -11.2788-2.8175 0 0 08.44977 05.634687 0 0
t110 90.2140398.61263365.7135-112.598-112.591-36.6157154.843742.26015-138.11742.24693
t1 rec -14.0956 0284.1313-253.345-239.256-146.46384.46022-16.9041-169.122-14.0823
t2lo 84.575698.61263365.7135-118.227-115.406-42.2489154.843742.26015-138.11742.24693
t2rec -8.45757-8.45251281.3181-253.245-242.071-143.64687.27556-14.0867-169.122-11.2658102
A.3 Program 1 Program used for the DAQ system to collect data103
Program used for the DAQ system to collect data
10 CLEAR
12 Disp "*******************************************************************"
14 DISP "*
16 DISP "* STRAIN MEASUREMENT USING 3421A DATA ACQ. UNIT.
18 DISP "* ON 1ST UNIT (901) CHANNELS 0,1,10,11,20,21 ARE RELAYS.
20 DISP "* ALSO ON 901 CHANNELS 25,26,27,28,29 ARE THERMOCOUPLE
22 DISP "* INPUTS. ALL RELAYS WILL ALWAYS BE ON UNLESS MAX
24 DISP "* TEMP IS EXCEEDED. ALL OTHER CHANNELS ON BOTH UNITS
26 DISP "* ARE REISTANCE INPUTS. IF YOU HAVE LESS THAN 5
27 DISP "K THERMOCOUPLES START FROM CHANNEL 25.
28 DISP "K MUST INITIALIZE YOUR DISC THEN CREATE'DATA',32767,8.
30 DISP "*
32 Disp "*******************************************************************"
34 DISP @ DISP @ DISP " PRESS CONT. TO CONTINUE" @ PAUSE
36 CLEAR
38 DIM R(39),T(5),TT(5)
40 GOSUB INITIAL_VALUE ! First subroutine
42 ON KEY# 1 GOSUB NEW_DISK !TO CHANGE THE DISK IF DESIRED
44 ON KEY# 2 GOSUB CHANGE_ NTERVAL ! --- SET A NEW ACQUISITION RATE
46 ON KEY# 3 GOTO FINITO !TO END THE TEST
47 ON ERROR GOTO HERE
50 GOSUB GET_DATA ! GET THE DATA @ TIME_0
54 OUTPUT 901 ;"CLSO" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"CLS1" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"CLS20"
56 OUTPUT 901 ;"CLS10" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"CLS11" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"CLS21"
58 ON TIMER# 1,INTERVAL GOSUB GET_DATA ! ACQUIS. RATE
60 GOTO 60
62 FINITO: ! ---IF WANT TO END THE TEST
64 PRINT# 1; 999,888,TIME_0$ ! ---END OF FILE MARKER
66 ASSIGN# 1 TO *
68 DISP "END OF EXPERIMENT"
70 END ! OF MAIN PROGRAM
72 REM
74 INITIAL_VALUE: !
76 DISP "Turn on Data Acquisition Unit --"
78 DISP "Insert DATA disk in both drivers ( D701 IS THE ACTIVE DISC)"
80 DISP "press CONT to continue ..." @ PAUSE
82 DISP
84 ACTIVE_DISK$=":D701"
86 DISP "ACTIVE_DISK = ";ACTIVE_DISK$
88 ASSIGN# 1 TO "DATA " &ACTIVE_DISK$
90 DISP "Enter TIME and DATE:(12:00 10/2)" @ INPUT TIME_0$
92 DISP "ENTER THE NUMBER OF STRAIN GAGES (1 TO 39)" @ INPUT GN
94 DISP "ENTER THE NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE INPUTS (1 TO 5) " @ INPUT TN
96 DISP "ENTER MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TEMPERATURE (IN DEGREES F)" @ INPUT
MAXT104
100 PRINT# 1; TIME_0$
102 PRINT# 1; GN+TN
104 SETTIME 0,0
106 NO_OF_DATA=0
108 DISP "ENTER AQUISITION RATE (REDINGS/HR)"
110 INPUT A
112 INTERVAL= I/A*1000*3600
120 RETURN ! of initial_value
122 NEW_DISK: !
124 PRINT# 1; 999,888,TIME_0$
126 DISP "Insert new DATA disk in drive :D701 (RIGHT HAND DRIVE)"
128 DISP "press CONT to continue" @ PAUSE
130 NO_OF_DATA=0
132 ASSIGN# 1 TO "DATA:D701"
134 PRINT# 1; TIME_O$ ! initial time written at the start of new disk
136 PRINT# 1; GN+TN
138 CLEAR
140 DISP "NEW DISK ACCEPTED...THANK YOU MR. TYAGI"
142 DISP "TIMER IS TICKING...DON'T MESS WITH ANYTHING ELSE" @ DISP @ DISP
144 DISP """ K1 TO CHANGE DISK, K2 TO CHANGE INTERVAL, K3 TO END ****"
146 GOTO 58 ! of new_disk
148 CHANGE_INTERVAL: !
150 DISP "ENTER NEW ACQUISITION RATE (READINGS/HOUR)"
152 INPUT A
154 INTERVAL=1/A*1000*3600
160 DISP "INTERVAL=";A;"READINGS PER HOUR"
166 DISP "NEW INTERVAL ACCEPTED...THANK YOU MR. TYAGI"
168 DISP "TIMER IS TICKING...DONT MESS WITH ANYTHING ELSE" @ DISP @ DISP
170 DISP "**** K1 TO CHANGE DISK, K2 TO CHANGE INTERVAL, K3 TO END ****"
172 GOTO 58
174 GET_DATA: !
176 IF GN<= 19 THEN 178 ELSE 188
178 OUTPUT 901 ;"TWO2-9,12-19,22-24"
180 FOR I=1 TO GN
182 ENTER 901 ; R(I)
184 NEXT I
186 GOTO 204
188 OUTPUT 901 ;"TWO2-9,12-19,22-24"
190 FOR I=1 TO 19
192 ENTER 901 ; R(I)
194 NEXT I
196 OUTPUT 902 ;"TWOO-19"
198 FOR 1=20 TO GN
200 ENTER 902 ; R(I)
202 NEXT I
204 OUTPUT 901 ; "TEM25 -29"
206 FOR J=1 TO TN
208 ENTER 901 ; T(J)
210 1T(J)=9/5*(T(J)-10)+32105
212 IF TT(J)>MAXT OR TT(J)<0 THEN GOTO REDALERT
214 NEXT J
216 REM ***************************
218 T_HR=DATE *24+TIME /3600
220 NO_OF_DATA=NO_OF_DATA+GN+TN+1
222 DISP "TIME=";T_HR;" HOURS" @ DISP
224 DISP " RESISTANCE
226 FOR I=1 TO GN
228 DISP R(I),
230 NEXT I
232 DISP " TEMPERATURE
234 FOR 1 =1 TO TN
236 DISP TT(I)
238 NEXT I
240 DISP @ DISP
242 DISP "ACTIVE DISC=";ACTIVE_DISK$,"# OF DATA=";NO_OF_DATA,
243 DISP "AQUISITION RATE=";A;"PER HOUR" @ DISP
244 DISP """ K1 TO CHANGE DISK, K2 TO CHANGE INTERVAL, K3 TO END ****"
246 PRINT# 1; T_HR
248 FOR I=1 TO GN
250 PRINT# 1; R(I)
252 NEXT I
254 FOR 1 =1 TO TN
256 PRINT# 1; TT(I)
258 NEXT I
284 REM
286 IF NO_OF_DATA>= 32700 THEN GOSUB SWITCH_DISK
288 RETURN ! OF GET_DATA
290 SWITCH_DISK: !
292 PRINT# 1; 999,888,TIME_0$ ! EOF MARKER OF PREVIOUS DISK
294 NO_OF_DATA=0
296 IF ACTIVE_DISK$=":D701" THEN ACTIVE_DISK$=":D700" ELSE
ACTIVE_DISK$=":D701"
298 ASSIGN# 1 TO "DATA"&ACTIVE_DISK$
300 PRINT# 1; TIME_0$ ! initial time written at the begining of new disk
302 PRINT# 1; GN+TN
304 RETURN ! of switch_disk
306 REM
308 REDALERT: !
310 OUTPUT 901 ;"OPNO" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"OPN1" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"OPN20"
312 OUTPUT 901 ;"OPNIO" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"OPN11" @ OUTPUT 902 ;"OPN21"
314 CLEAR
316 DISP @ DISP @ DISP
318 DISP "**** RED ALERT ***"
320 DISP " ON CHANNEL";24+J
322 DISP @ DISP @ DISP
324 DISP "PROGRAM ABORTED AT";T_HR;"HOURS DUE TO OVERHEATING"
326 WAIT 1000
328 GOTO 314106
330 HERE:
331 OUTPUT 901 ;"OPNO" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"OPN I" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"OPN20"
332 OUTPUT 901 ;"OPNIO" @ OUTPUT 901 ;"OPNII" @ OUTPUT 902 ;"OPN21"
333 DISP "ERROR NO";ERRNO
334 DISP "PROGRAM ABORTED "107
A.4 Program 2: Program to transfer data from HP86/87 computer to IBM.108
This program is for HP86/87 Computer to transfer data from HP computer to an IBM data.
Note: When transfering data to IBM run the PC-Dial software on IBM.
101**************************************************************************
20 ! * THIS PROGRAM SENDS ALL THE DATA FROM HP DISC TO PCDIAL IN
30 ! * IBM. DATA IS SENT INTO ONE FILE DATE,R1,R2,...,T1,T2,...T5
401**************************************************************************
50 CLEAR
51 DIM R(100)
60 DISP "PLACE DISC TO BE READ IN DRIVE0...CONT... TO CONTINUE" @ PAUSE @
DISP
70 DISP "SET UP RECEIVING FILE ON IBM THEN PRESS CON TO CONTINUE" @
PAUSE
80 ASSIGN# 1 TO "DATA"
90 ON ERROR GOTO 160
100 READ# 1; D$@ DISP D$
110 ! OUTPUT 10 ;D$
120 READ# 1; CHAN
121 FOR I=1 TO CHAN+1
122 READ# 1; R(I)
123 NEXT I
124 FOR I=1 TO CHAN+1
125 ! OUTPUT 10 ;R(I)
126 DISP R(I)
127 NEXT I
150 GOTO 121
160 OFF ERROR @ ASSIGN# 1 TO *
170 DISP "DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER DISC (Y/N)" @ INPUT AS
180 IF A$="Y" THEN 190 ELSE 210
190 DISP "INSERT THE NEW DISC, ENTER TO CONTINUE" @ INPUT B$
200 GOTO 70
210 IF A$="N" THEN 230
220 GOTO 170
230 END109
A.5 Program 3: Program to predict creep110
This program is for prediction of Creep and was originally written by Dr. Timothy Kennedy
at OSU, but was modified to calculate strain for the given cycles.
PROGRAM BDAMCREEP
****** English units version
****** this program uses the zapas&crissman model for viscoplaticity
****** THIS PROGRAM CALCULATE THE CREEP RESPONSE OF CLASSICAL
****** LAMINATEDPLATES CONSIDERIBG BOTH IN-PLANE AND OUT-OF-
****** PLANE RESPONSE.THE DILLARD-BRINSON DAMAGE MODEL IS USED
****** TO PREDICT FAILURE.
DIMENSION EPS(6),SIG(3,50),SIGOLD(3,50),SIGVOLD(3,50)
2,SIGB(3,50),T0(3,3,50),TINV(3,3,50),TBAR(3,3,50),D0(3,3),DR(3,3),
3DS(3,3),D(3,3),DUM(3,3),DINV(3,3),TD(3,3),TDT(3,3,50),DRT(6),
4DRS(6),E(3),TDE(3,50),A(3,3),FINV(6,6),DEPS(6),alf(3),THETA(50),
5Z(51),B(3,3),DB(3,3),F(6,6),FDUM(6,6),IFAIL(51),indx(6),du(3,3)
REAL LAMT(6),LAMS(6),NSTAR(3),N(3),NU12,M(3),MSTAR(3),LOAD(6)
&,NUM,KF,NTT,NSS,NT,NS
REAL KOT,K1T,K2T,KT,KOS,K1S,K2S,KS
REAL TFINAL1,TFINAL1F,TFINAL2,TFINAL2F,TFINAL3,TFINAL3F,T,
&,TFINAL
DIMENSION G2T(50),G2TOLD(50),G2TVOLD(50),QSS(50),QSSOLD(50),
&QST(50),QSTOLD(50),DSIT(50),DSITOLD(50),QRT(6,50),QRTOLD(6,50),
&QRS(6,50),QRSOLD(6,50),GAMT(6,50),GAMTOLD(6,50),GAMS(6,50),
&GAMSOLD(6,50),G2S(50),G2SOLD(50),G2SVOLD(50),DSIS(50),
&DSISOLD(50),DA(3,3),DAMAGE(50),QP(3,50),QPOLD(3,50),QQ(3,50),
&sigorg(3,50)
OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE='input.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT=6,FILE='output.dat')
WRITE(6,300)
300FORMAT(4X,'T',8X,'EPSX')
READ(5,*)NR,NP,E1,E2,NU12,G12,ALF(1),ALF(2),H,EM,NUM
READ(5,*)N(1),N(2),N(3),M(1),M(2),M(3),TEMP,TEMPO
PRINT *,'
PRINT *,'
PRINT*,'
PRINT*,' PROGRAM TO PREDICT CREEP'
PRINT*,'
PRINT*,' This program would predict for the cycles you would'
PRINT*,'ask for below. By cycles it means three pair of cycles'
PRINT*,'For e.g. If you wanted cycles 1,2,30,31,400,401 then'
PRINT*,'you would just enter 1,30,400 The program would then'
PRINT *,'automtically calculate the rest of the cycles'
PRINT*,'
PRINT*,"
PRINT*,'Please give three cycle times (e.g. 1,30,400) :'
READ(*,*)TFINAL1,TFINAL2,TFINAL3
TFINAL1=(TFINAL1-1.)*300.
TFINAL2=(TFINAL2-1.)*300.111
TFINAL3=(TFINAL3-1.)*300.
TFINAL1F=TFINAL 1+600.
TFINAL2F=TFINAL2+600.
TFINAL3F=TFINAL3+600.
TFINAL=TFINAL3F
dt=1.
xforce=n(1)
sforce=n(3)
DO 9 K=1,NP
9 READ(5,*)THETA(K)
DO 10 IR= 1,NR
10 READ(5,*)DRT(IR),DRS(IR),LAMT(IR),LAMS(IR)
READ(5,*)DST,DSS
READ(5,*)CT,NTT,NT,CS,NSS,NS
istress=0.
*******NrnALuF vARIABLEs**************************************
THICK=FLOAT(NP)*H
Z(1)=-THICK/2.
DO 200 K=1,NP
200Z(K+1)=Z(K)+H
DO 402 K=1,NP
DSIT(K)=0.
DSIS(K)=0.
G2T(K)=0.
G2TOLD(K)=0.
G2S(K)=0.
G2SOLD(K)=0.
QSS(K)=0.
QST(K)=0.
402 IFAIL(K)=0
ALF(3)=0.
DO 11 J=1,6
11 EPS(J)=0.
DO 13 K=1,NP
DO 13 IR=1,NR
QRT(IR,K)=0.
QRS(IR,K)=0.
GAMT(IR,K)=0.
GAMS(IR,K)=0.
13 CONTINUE
DO 12 J=1,3
DO 12 K=1,NP
SIG(J,K)=0.
SIGOLD(J,K)=0.
QP(J,K)=0.
QPOLD(J,K)=0.
12 CONTINUE
TAUOLD=0.112
*************CALCULATE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES*********
PI=4.*ATAN(1.)
DO 1 K=1,NP
C=COS(THETA(K)*PI/180.)
S=SIN(THETA(K)*PI/180.)
TO(1,1,K)=C**2
TO(1,2,K)=S**2
TO(1,3,K)=2.*S*C
TO(2,1,K)=S**2
TO(2,2,K)=C**2
TO(2,3,K)=-2.*C*S
TO(3,1,K)=-C*S
TO(3,2,K)=C*S
TO(3,3,K)=C**2-S**2
TINV(1,1,K)=C**2
TINV(1,2,K)=S**2
TINV(1,3,K)=-2.*S*C
TINV(2,1,K)=S**2
TINV(2,2,K)=C**2
TINV(2,3,K)=2.*S*C
T1NV(3,1,K)=S*C
TINV(3,2,K)=-S*C
TINV(3,3,K)=C**2-S**2
TBAR(1,1,K)=C**2
TBAR(1,2,K)=S**2
TBAR(1,3,K)=S*C
TBAR(2,1,K)=S**2
TBAR(2,2,K)=C**2
TBAR(2,3,K)=-C*S
TBAR(3,1,K)=-2.*S*C
TBAR(3,2,K)=2.*S*C
TB AR(3,3,K)=C**2-S**2
1 CONTINUE
******************************************************************
************************cALcuLATE Do[u************************
DO(1,1)=1./E1
DO(1,2)=-NU 12/E1
DO(1,3)=0.
DO(2,1)=-NU 12/E1
DO(2,2)=1./E2
DO(2,3)=0.
DO(3,1)=0.
DO(3,2) =0.
DO(3,3)=1./G12
********************************************************************
T=0.
Itd=1
IT=0
ITOTF=0113
6 CONTINUE
*******************DEHNE OLD VARIABLES * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * **
DO 151 J=1,3
DO 151 K=1,NP
QPOLD(J,K)=QP(J,K)
SIGVOLD(J,K)=SIGOLD(J,K)
151SIGOLD(J,K)=SIG(J,K)
DO 500 K=1,NP
G2TVOLD(K)=G2TOLD(K)
G2TOLD(K)=G2T(K)
G2SVOLD(K)=G2SOLD(K)
G2SOLD(K)=G2S(K)
QSSOLD(K)=QSS(K)
QS TOLD(K)=QS T(K)
DSITOLD(K)=DSIT(K)
DSISOLD(K)=DSIS(K)
TEMPOLD=TEMP
DO 155 IR=1,NR
QRTOLD(IR,K)=QRT(IR,K)
QRSOLD(IR,K)=QRS(IR,K)
GAMTOLD(IR,K)=GAMT(IR,K)
GAMSOLD(IR,K)=GAMS(IR,K)
155CONTINUE
500CONTINUE
***********************************************************************
IC=0
4 CONTINUE
IC=IC+ I
**********INITIALIZE A[I,J], B M*(I),AND N*(I)******************
DO 153 1=1,3
NSTAR(I)=0.
MSTAR(I)=0.
DO 153 J=1,3
A(I,J)=0.
B(I,J)=0.
DB (I,J)=0.
153CONTINUE
DO 203 I=1,6
LOAD(I) =0.
DO 203 J=1,6
F(I,J)=0.
203CONTINUE
********************************************************************
DO 2 K =1,NP
**************************cALcuLATE G'S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * **
SMIOLD=EM/El*SIGOLD(1,K)+(NUM-NUI2*EM/E1)*SIGOLD(2,K)
SM2OLD=SIGOLD(2,K)
SM3OLD=SIGOLD(3,K)
SM1=EM/E1*SIG ( 1 ,K)+ (NUM-NU 12*EM/E1)*S IG(2,K)114
SM2=SIG(2,K)
SM3=SIG(3,K)
TAUOLD=SQRT((SM1OLD-SM2OLD)**2+SM1OLD**2
&+SM2OLD**2+6.*SM3OLD**2)/3.
TAU=SQRT((SM1-SM2)**2+SM1**2+SM2**2
&+6.*SM3**2)/3.
TEB AROLD= (TEMPOLD TEMPO)/TEMPO
TEBAR.(TEMP-TEMPO)/IEMPO
gOt=1.05623
G IT= I.
g2t(k)=1.
AT= I.
ATOLD=1.
IF(TAU.LT.2.995)GO TO 1100
GOT=1.05623+1.59e-2*(TAU-2.995)
GO TO 1101
1100GOt=1.05623
1101CONTINUE
IF(TAU.LT.0.7788)GO TO 1104
GOS=1.05623+8.556e-2*(TAU-0.7788)
GO TO 1105
1104GOS=1.05623
1105CONTINUE
IF(TAU.LT.0.7788)GO TO 1106
GlS=1.+1.096e-4*(TAU-0.7788)
G2S(K)=1.+1.096e-4*(TAU-0.7788)
GO TO 1107
1106GIS=1.
G2S(K)=1.
1107CONTINUE
IF(TAU.LT.0.7788)GO TO 1108
AS=EXP(-(TAU-0.7788)/627.4)
GO TO 1109
1108AS=1.
1109CONTINUE
IF(TAUOLD.LT.0.7788)GO TO 1110
ASOLD=EXP(-(TAU-0.7788)/627.4)
GO TO 1111
1110ASOLD=1.
1111CONTINUE
DSIT(K)=0.5*(1./AT+1./ATOLD)*DT
DSIS(K)=0.5*(1./AS+1./ASOLD)*DT
***********************************************************************
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** *CALCULATE DR[i j]xo._GAmr***********************
DO 21 1=1,3
DO 21 J=1,3
21 DR(I,J)=0.
DO 22 IR=1,NR
GAMT(IR,K)=(1.-EXP(-LAMT(IR)*DSIT(K)))/(LAMT(IR)*DSIT(K))115
GAMS(IR,K)=(1.-EXP(-LAMS(IR)*DSIS(K)))/(LAMS(R)*DSIS(K))
DR(2,2)=DR(2,2)+(1.-GAMT(IR,K))*DRT(IR)*G1T*G2T(K)
DR(3,3)=DR(3,3)+(1.-GAMS(IR,K))*DRS(IR)*G1 s*G2s(K)
22 CONTINUE
*********************************************************************
*********************cALcuL ATE DS[Ix*******************************
DO 31 1=1,3
DO 31 J=1,3
31 DS(I,J)=0.
DS(2,2)=DST*0.5*G1T*G2T(K)*DSIT(K)
DS(3,3)=DSS*0.5*G1S*G2S(K)*DSIS(K)
*********************************************************************
DO 600 I=1,3
DO 600 J=1,3
600DA(I,J)=DO(I,J)
DA(2,2)= DO(2,2) *GOT
DA(3,3)= DO(3,3) *GOS
*****CHECK FOR PLY FAILURE AND ADJUST DORM IF NECESSARY******
DO 409 1=1,3
DO 409 J=1,3
409DU(I,J)=DA(I,J)
IF(IFAIL(K).NE.1)G0 TO 400
re1=1.
re2=1.
rg 12=1.
DU(1,1)=DA(1,1)/RE1
DU(1,2)=DA(1,2)/RE1
DU(2,1)=DA(2,1)/RE1
DU(2,2)=DA(2,2)/RE2
DU(3,3)=DA(3,3)/RG12
400CONTINUE
**********************************************************************
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** *CALCULATE D[u**********************************
DO 41 1 =1,3
DO 41 J=1,3
41 D(I,J)=DU(I,J)+DR(I,J)+DS(I,J)
*******************************************************************
*********************cALcuLATE D[Lj] INVERSE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
DO 51 1=1,3
DO 51 J=1,3
51 DUM(I,J)=D(I,J)
DO 53 1=1,3
DO 52 J=1,3
52 DINV(I,J)=0.
53 DINV(I,I)=1.
CALL LUDCMP(DUM,3,3,INDX,DD)
DO 54 J=1,3
CALL LUBKSB(DUM,3,3,INDX,DINV(1,J))
54 CONTINUE116
***********************************************************************
******************cm_cuLATE TiNv[imxpiNv[Lj] ************************
DO 61 1=1,3
DO 61 J=1,3
61 'TD(I,J)=0.
DO 621 =1,3
DO 62 J=1,3
DO 62 L=1,3
62 TD(I,J)=TINV(I,L,K)*DINV(L,J)+TD(I,J)
*************************************************************************************
*****CALCULATE TINV[I,J]xDINV[I,J]xTBAR[I,J]*************
DO 71 1=1,3
DO 71,J=1,3
71 TDT(I,J,K)=0.
DO 721 =1,3
DO 72 J=1,3
DO 72 L=1,3
72 TDT(I,J,K)=TD(I,L)*TBAR(L,J,K)+TDT(I,J,K)
*****************************************************************
*********************cALcuLATE Ea) *****************************
DEQT =O.
DEQS =O.
DGT =O.
DGS =O.
DO 81 IR=1,NR
QRT(IR,K)=EXP(-LAMT(IR)*DSITOLD(K))*QRTOLD(IR,K)+
&GAMTOLD(IR,K)*(G2TOLD(K)*SIGOLD(2,K)-G2TVOLD(K)*
&SIGVOLD(2,K))
QRS(IR,K)=EXP(-LAMS(IR)*DSISOLD(K))*QRSOLD(IR,K)+
&GAMSOLD(IR,K)*(G2SOLD(K)*SIGOLD(3,K)-G2SVOLD(K)*
&SIGVOLD(3,K))
IF(ABS(QRT(IR,K)).LT.1.E-15)QRT(IR,K)=0.
IF(ABS(QRS(IR,K)).LT.1.E-15)QRS(IR,K)=0.
DGT=DGT+DRT(IR)*GAMT(IR,K)
DGS=DGS+DRS(IR)*GAMS(IR,K)
DEQT=DEQT+DRT(IR)*EXP(-LAMT(IR)*DSIT(K))*QRT(IR,K)
DEQS=DEQS+DRS(IR)*EXPOLAMS(IR)*DSIS(K))*QRS(IR,K)
81 CONTINUE
QST(K)= QSTOLD(K) +0.5 *DSITOLD(K) *(G2TOLD(K) *SIGOLD(2,K) +G2TV
&OLD(K)*SIGVOLD(2,K))
QSS(K)=QSSOLD(K)+0.5*DSISOLD(K)*(G2SOLD(K)*SIGOLD(3,K)+G2SV
&OLD(K)*SIGVOLD(3,K))
E(1)=0.
E(2)=G2TOLD(K)*G1T*(DGT+0.5*DST*DSIT(K))*SIGOLD(2,K)-
&G1T*(DEQT-DST*QST(K))
E(3)=G2SOLD(K)*G1S*(DGS+0.5*DSS*DSIS(K))*SIGOLD(3,K)-
&G1S*(DEQS-DSS*QSS(K))
**************************************************************
**********************cALcuLATE QP * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** **117
do 637 lz=2,3
if(abs(sigold(lz,k)).11.e-2)sigold(lz,k)=0.
637if(abs(sig(lz,k)).1t.1.e-2)sig(lz,k)=0.
QP(1,K)=0.
QP(2,K)=QPOLD(2,K)+CT*(ABS(SIG(2,K))**NTT
&+ABS(SIGOLD(2,K))**NTT)*DT/2.
QP(3,K)=QPOLD(3,K)+CS*(ABS(SIG(3,K))**NSS
&+ABS(SIGOLD(3,K))**NSS)*DT/2.
if(t.eq.0.)qp(2,k)=0.
if(t.eq.0.)qp(3,k)=0.
QQ(1,K)=QP(1,K)
QQ(2,K)=QP(2,K)**NT
QQ(3,K)=QP(3,K)**NS
if(it.eq.0)sigorg(2,k)=sig(2,k)
if(it.eq.0)sigorg(3,k)=sig(3,k)
if(sigorg(2,k).1t.0.)qq(2,k)=-qq(2,k)
if(sigorg(3,k).1t.0.)qq(3,k)=-qq(3,k)
****************************************************************************
*******CALCULATE TINV[I,J]xDINV[I,J]x(E(I)+ALFxDTEMP+QP(DAN)**********
DO 91 1=1,3
91 TDE(I,K)=0.
DO 921 =1,3
DO 92 L=1,3
92 TDE(I,K)=TD(1,L)*(E(L)+ALF(L)*(TEMP-TEMPO)+QQ(L,K))+TDE(I,K)
***************************************************************************
*******CALCULATE A[1,.1],B[I,J],DB[I,J],F[I,J],NSTAR(DAND MSTAR(I)*********
DO 101 1=1,3
NSTAR(I)=NSTAR(I)+'TDE(I,K)*(Z(K+1)-Z(K))
MSTAR(I)=MSTAR(I)+'TDE(I,K)*(Z(K+1)**2-Z(K)**2)/2.
DO 101 J=1,3
A(I,J)=A(I,J)+TDT(I,J,K)*(Z(K+1)-Z(K))
B(I,J)=B(I,J)+TDT(I,J,K)*(Z(K+1)**2-Z(K)**2)/2.
DB(I,J)=DB(I,J)+TDT(I,J,K)*(Z(K+1)**3-Z(K)**3)/3.
101continue
DO 201 1=1,3
LOAD(I)=N(I)+NSTAR(I)
LOAD(I+3)=M(I)+MSTAR(I)
DO 201 J=1,3
F(I,J)=A(I,J)
F(I,J+3)=B(I,J)
F(I+3,J)=B(I,J)
F(I+3,J+3)=DB(I,J)
201CONTINUE
******************************************************************
2 CONTINUE
* * * * ** *CALCULATE F[Nvm*************************************
DO 111 I=1,6
DO 111 J=1,6
111FDUM(I,J)=F(I,J)118
DO 113 1=1,6
DO 112 J=1,6
112FIN V(I,J)=0.
113 FINV (11)=1.
CALL LUDCMP(FDUM,6,6,INDX,DD)
DO 114 J=1,6
CALL LUBKSB(FDUM,6,6,INDX,FINV( I ,J))
114CONTINUE
******************************************************************
* * * * ** *CALCULATE DEPS( I)******** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * **
DO 121 1=1,6
121DEPS(I)=0.
DO 122 1=1,6
DO 123 L=1,6
123DEPS(I)=FINV(I,L)*LOAD(L)+DEPS(I)
122DEPS (I)=DEPS(I)-EPS (I)
******************************************t**********************
DO 124 1=1,6
124EPS (I)=EPS (I)+DEPS (I)
*******CALCULATE SIGB(I,K) AND SIG(I,K)**********************
DO 3 K=1,NP
DO 131 1=1,3
131 SIGB (I ,K)=0.
DO 132 1=1,3
DO 133 L=1,3
133 SIGB (I, K)= TDT(I,L,K)* (EPS(L)+EPS(L+ 3) * ( Z(K+ I)+Z(K))/2.)+S IGB (I,K)
132SIGB (I,K)=SIGB (I ,K)- TDE(I,K)
DO 141 1=1,3
141SIG(I,K)=0.
DO 142 I=1,3
DO 142 L=1,3
142SIG(I,K)=TO(I,L,K)*SIGB(L,K)+SIG(I,K)
3 CONTINUE
*************************************************************
DEPST=0.
EPST=0.
DO 204 1=1,6
IF(ABS(DEPS(I)).LT. 1 .E-15)DEPS(I)=0.
DEPST=DEPST+DEPS(I)**2
204EPST=EPST+EPS(I)**2
ERR=SQRT(DEPST/EPST)
IF(ERR.LT.0.001)GO TO 5
IF(IC.GT.30)PRINT *,'CONVERGENCE PROBLEM'
IF(IC.GT.30)GO TO 8
GO TO 4
5 CONTINUE
C WRITE THE OUTPUT HERE----
IF(T. GE. TFINAL 1.AN D. T. LE.TFINAL IF)THEN
WRITE(6,301)T,EPS(1)119
ELSE IF(T.GE.TFINAL2 .AND. T.LE.TFINAL2F)THEN
WRITE(6,301)T,EPS(1)
ELSE IF(T.GE.TFINAL3 .AND. T.LE.TFINAL3F)THEN
WRITE(6,301)T,EPS(1)
ENDIF
301FORMAT(F10.2,6E12.4)
if(istress.eq.0)go to 710
DO 302 K=1,NP
C WRITE THE OUTPUT HERE
302WRITE(6,303)K,(SIGB(I,K),I=1,3),(SIG(I,K),I=1,3)
303FORMAT(I3,6E12.4)
710continue
IF(IT.EQ.10)DT=10.
IF(IT.EQ.10)ITD=10
IF(IT.EQ.240)N(1)=0.
if(it.eq.240)n(3)=0.
IF(IT.EQ.240)DT=1.
IF(IT.EQ.240)ITD=1
IF(IT.EQ.250)DT=10.
IF(IT.EQ.250)ITD= 10
IF(IT.EQ.300)DT=1.
iF(IT.EQ.300)ITD=1
IF(IT.EQ.300)N(1)=xforce
if(it.eq.300)n(3)=sforce
IF(IT.EQ.300)IT=0
IT=IT+ITD
T=T+DT
IF(T.GT.TFINAL)GO TO 8
go to 6
8 STOP
END
SUBROUTINE LUDCMP(A,N,NP,INDX,D)
PARAMETER (NMAX=100,TINY=1.0E-20)
DIMENSION A(NP,NP),INDX(N),VV(NMAX)
D=1.
DO 121 =1,N
AAMAX=0.
DO 11 J=1,N
IF (ABS(A(I,J)).GT.AAMAX) AAMAX=ABS(A(I,J))
11 CONTINUE
IF (AAMAX.EQ.0.) PAUSE 'Singular matrix.'
VV(I)=1./AAMAX
12 CONTINUE
DO 19 J=1,N
IF (J.GT.1) THEN
DO 141 =1,J -1
SUM=A(I,J)
IF (I.GT.1)THEN
DO 13 K=1,I-1120
SUM=SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J)
13 CONTINUE
A(I,J)=SUM
ENDIF
14 CONTINUE
ENDIF
AAMAX =O.
DO 16 I=J,N
SUM=A(I,J)
IF (J.GT.1)THEN
DO 15 K=1,J-1
SUM=SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J)
15 CONTINUE
A(I,J)=SUM
ENDIF
DUM=VV(I)*ABS(SUM)
IF (DUM.GE.AAMAX) THEN
IMAX=I
AAMAX=DUM
ENDIF
16 CONTINUE
IF (J.NE.IMAX)THEN
DO 17 K=1,N
DUM=A(IMAX,K)
A(IMAX,K)=A(J,K)
A(J,K)=DUM
17 CONTINUE
D=-D
VV(IMAX)=VV(J)
ENDIF
INDX(J)=IMAX
IF(J.NE.N)THEN
IF(A(J,J).EQ.0.)A(J,J)=TINY
DUM=1./A(J,J)
DO 18 I=J+1,N
A(I,J)=A(I,J)*DUM
18 CONTINUE
ENDIF
19 CONTINUE
IF(A(N,N).EQ.0.)A(N,N)=TINY
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE LUBKSB(A,N,NP,INDX,B)
DIMENSION A(NP,NP),INDX(N),B(N)
II=0
DO 12 I=1,N
LL=INDX(I)
SUM=B(LL)
B (LL) =B (I)121
IF (II.NE.0)THEN
DO 11 J=II,I-1
SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J)
11 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (SUM.NE.O.) THEN
II=I
ENDIF
B(I)=SUM
12 CONTINUE
DO 14 I=N,1,-1
SUM=B(I)
IF(I.LT.N)THEN
DO 13 J=I+1,N
SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J)
13 CONTINUE
ENDIF
B(I)=SUM/A(I,I)
14 CONTINUE
RETURN
END122
A.6 Input files for the Creep Prediction Program123
A.6.1 Input file for L 5 condition considering the flow terms.
3,8,22.77e3,1.264e3,0.32,0.79e3,1E-7,1E-5,.005,.75E3,.4
1.213,0.,0,0.,0.,0.,75.,75.
45.
0.
45.
90.
90.
45.
0.
45.
255.33e-6,231.171e-6,0.591,1.307
1.411e-6,323.4646e-6,0.0327,0.021332
275.0776e-6,777.485e-6,0.060969,0.021821
5.437e-3,1.832e-3
5.586e-50,2.81,1.0213,1.838e-50,3.025,0.8467
A.6.2 Input file for L 5 condition considering the Zappas & Crissman terms.
3,8,22.77e3,1.264e3,0.32,0.79e3,1E-7,1E-5,.005,.75E3,.4
1.213,0.,0,0.,0.,0.,75.,75.
45.
0.
45.
90.
90.
45.
0.
45.
255.33e-6,231.171e-6,0.591,1.307
1.411e-6,323.4646e-6,0.0327,0.021332
275.0776e-6,777.485e-6,0.060969,0.021821
0,0
5.586e-10,2.81,1.0213,1.838e-9,3.025,0.8467124
A.6.3 Input file for L 10 condition considering the flow terms.
3,8,22.77e3,1.264e3,0.32,0.79e3,1E-7,1E-5,.005,.75E3,.4
1.078,0.,0,0.,0.,0.,75.,300.
45.
0.
45.
90.
90.
45.
0.
45.
131.8468e-6,108.7e-6,0.9417,0.87
1.725e-6,44.1e-6,0.6099,0.0329
90.5145e-6,41.06e-6,0.0489,0.0226
1.62e-3,8.419e-4
1.578e-35,2.09,0.985,4.909e-35,0.9826,0.794
A.6.4 Input file for L 10 condition considering the Zappas & Crissman terms.
3,8,22.77e3,1.264e3,0.32,0.79e3,1E-7,1E-5,.005,.75E3,.4
1.078,0.,0,0.,0.,0.,75.,300.
45.
0.
45.
90.
90.
45.
0.
45.
131.8468e-6,108.7e-6,0.9417,0.87
1.725e-6,44.1e-6,0.6099,0.0329
90.5145e-6,41.06e-6,0.0489,0.0226
0,0
1.578e-8,2.09,0.985,4.909e-8,0.9826,0.794125
A.6.3 Input file for L 11 condition considering the flow terms.
3,8,22.77e3,1.264e3,0.32,0.79e3,1E-7,1E-5,.005,.75E3,.4
0.446,0.,0,0.,0.,0.,75.,300.
45.
0.
45.
90.
90.
45.
0.
45.
355.34e-6,159.43e-6,5.145e-2,13.53
521.6156e-6,189.117e-6,2.397,0.506
-199.37e-6,253.119e-6,3.8e-3,0.0749
4.6554e-3,2.0625e-3
1.578e-35,2.09,0.985,4.909e-35,0.9826,0.794
A.6.6 Input file for L11 condition considering the Zappas & Crissman terms.
3,8,22.77e3,1.264e3,0.32,0.79e3,1E-7,1E-5,.005,.75E3,.4
0.446,0.,0,0.,0.,0.,75.,300.
45.
0.
45.
90.
90.
-45.
0.
45.
355.34e-6,159.43e-6,5.145e-2,13.53
521.6156e-6,189.117e-6,2.397,0.506
199.37e-6,253.119e-6,3.8e-3,0.0749
0,0
1.578e-8,2.09,0.985,4.909e-8,0.9826,0.794